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Abstract

Mobile service provisioning is intended to serve interoperable functionality from mo-

bile devices over the network. The mobile service paradigm shifts the role of mobile

devices from consumers to providers, opening up new opportunities for a multitude of

collaborative services and applications ranging from sharing personal information to

collaborative participatory sensing. Although many basic principles of the standard

Web service approach continue to apply, the inherent limitations of mobile devices and

broadband wireless access render the deployment of standard architectures in mobile

environments inefficient. This research introduces two concepts that revolutionize mo-

bile service provisioning: personal and cloud-assisted service provisioning. Personal

services are intended to offer a range of user-centric data services to a limited set of

consumers that are explicitly authorized by the user providing the service. Personal

services facilitate prevailing trends such as social networking and mobile healthcare

services, without compromising personal privacy. Cloud-assisted service provisioning

bridges the gap between limited resources of mobile devices and increasing resource

demands of mobile applications. This approach provides reliable and efficient mobile

services, while alleviating the burden on limited mobile resources. Both approaches

take advantage of the device’s mobility and real time access to various context in-

formation. Experimental results reveal that personal services offer personalization
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based on the user’s context and preferences, while cloud-assisted service provisioning,

in addition to optimizing the consumption of mobile scarce resources, offers significant

improvement to the reliability and availability of mobile services.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Ubiquitous information access through mobile devices has become a typical practice

in everyday life. Mobile users naturally expect that their mobile devices support

communications and computing anywhere, anytime. Indeed, recent advancements in

mobile device manufacturing coupled with the rapid evolution of wireless technologies

offer the promise of a new prosperous era of mobile computing paradigms and seamless

data access. However, the error-prone communications that characterize wireless

networks and the resource limitations of mobile devices present unique challenges for

leveraging such a type of convenient access for information.

Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) [78] is a vision of developing software ap-

plications that can be composed of networked functionalities that are capable of

interacting with each other automatically. SOA offers the promise of robustness and

agility by supporting software reuse, loose coupling, flexible design, and interoperabil-

ity between heterogeneous applications. With the emergence of the Mobile Internet

(MI) and the constantly expanding mobile user base, the notion of networked func-

tionalities helps users with limited resources perform complicated tasks on high end

computing infrastructures over the network. Web services implement the concepts
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of SOA to enable “software as a service”, which delivers software services over the

network using technologies such as XML.

The Mobile Web services approach is intended to enable mobile devices to become

reliable data service providers [122]. Mobile Web service provisioning has recently

drawn a lot of attention due to the great potential for the multitude of services and

opportunities it can offer, marking a shift in how everyday businesses interact and

perform. Mobile devices can play the role of a service customer, service broker, and/or

service provider. Such services expand upon the capabilities of mobile devices, such

as cameras, GPSs, compasses, etc., to provide value-added context-specific services.

Mobile devices are proven to be a convenient ubiquitous interface, which promises

users increased freedom of mobility while accessing data services anywhere, anytime

[80].

Mobile Web services introduce a new range of mobile applications that promise ad-

vanced mobile computing paradigms, differential user experience, and seamless data

access across different platforms. Mobile services offer personalized service provision-

ing, where services are specifically customized and tailored to the needs/preferences of

the service requester and which are most appropriate for the current situation. This

is possible due to the fact that mobile devices are associated with users who have

personal preferences and to the fact that the device has access to contextual infor-

mation (such as location). In general, mobile Web services open up opportunities for

users who wish to share personal information and functionalities, yet still maintain

full control over their personal data. The utility of mobile Web services, therefore,

may extend to domains that are deemed beyond the capabilities of mobile devices.

We describe such domains below.
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Location-based applications. Most users carry their mobile phones with them

for the majority of the time. While users move, they may offer access (with various

privileges) to real-time context, such as location, air pollution levels, luminosity, and

noise levels. Users and businesses that are interested can access such data using a

standard interface, independent of their hardware or software platforms. Location-

based applications are anticipated to benefit the most from a personal services’ abil-

ity to guarantee privacy under the provider’s control. Therefore, the mobile service

paradigm is a nice fit for the emerging crowdsourcing and collaborative participa-

tory sensing computing paradigms, which recently gained a lot of momentum and

popularity.

Healthcare monitoring. Mobile devices may provide low-cost mobile and ef-

ficient remote health monitoring by utilizing the mobile services approach. Mobile

devices can collect a patient’s vital signs in real-time using the sensors embedded in

the mobile device, where applicable, or via communication with a body sensor net-

work without interfering with the activities of the patient [60]. These data, then, may

be offered or made available upon request to caregivers who wish to follow changes in

the patient’s health conditions. Consequently, caregivers may provide the appropriate

medical assistance or promptly respond to a critical health concern. Mobile services

could also provide instant access to continuously changing context attributes, such as

a patient’s location.

Personal publishing. An author writing articles or blog posts may request

feedback from close friends or professionals using mobile services. While giving a

lecture or presentation, a speaker could also receive questions and comments from

the audience via Web services hosted on his/her mobile devices.
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Mobile learning. In mobile learning (m-learning) scenarios [134], learners can

share resources such as videos, audio, documents and comments. Participants in

m-learning may also assume one or more roles including learners, mentors and peer-

tutors. With mobile services, participants can manage their own learning profile,

including their progress and expertise, and share their experience with friends or

learning partners while maintaining their privacy.

Personal information. Personal profile, photo/video sharing, and schedules are

amongst the applications that can potentially benefit from the concept of mobile

services provisioning.

Personal social networking. A clique of friends may dynamically form a private

social network while keeping all their personal information, social status, posts, and

updates on their mobile devices [45, 53]. Personal Web services would enable users

to maintain their social profile and allow friends to access their social information

without sharing data with a third party.

Despite the aforementioned compelling advantages and benefits that mobile Web

services offer, the approach has not achieved widespread adoption. This is primar-

ily due to the constraints imposed by limited resources and intermittent connec-

tivity. Our objective in this research aims at developing robust and scalable ar-

chitectures in order to better provide reliable and personalized Web services from

resource-constrained providers.

The remainder of this chapter presents the motivations behind our research, sum-

marizes the thesis contributions and outlines the thesis document.
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1.1 Motivation

Mobile Web service provisioning is a fairly new and immature approach. Many chal-

lenges with respect to the limitations of mobile devices and the characteristics of

broadband wireless access remain open. The concept of Mobile Web services was

first introduced as a computing paradigm in the early twenty-first century. Since

then, many research efforts have focused on enabling reliable mobile service provi-

sioning despite the constraints and peculiarities of mobile environments. However,

mobile Web services have not yet found their way to widespread adoption. Although

the capabilities of mobile devices are continuously improving in terms of processing

power, memory space, and embedded sensors, their limitations are here to stay due

to the weight and size constraints. These limitations and their respective challenges

are summarized as follows:

Intermittent Connectivity. Mobile devices are typically on the move and some-

times change network operator or even handover between different network tech-

nologies within the same network. Mobile devices are expected to experience

frequent link failures and consequently any services they may be offering would

become temporarily unreachable. This presents a challenge for providing reli-

able Web services in highly dynamic mobile wireless environments. Therefore,

mobile Web services are not the best choice for services that are expected to be

continuously available [63].

Addressability. Mobile devices may frequently change their point of attachment

to the network as they relocate. Changing the network provider or network

technology typically results in changing the mobile provider’s IP address (unless
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a static IP is assigned), which in return makes services’ binding information

invalid if not properly updated [118]. Therefore, mobile Web services might

become stale or inaccessible.

Scalability. Given the limited resources of a mobile device, mobile Web services do

not scale well when a large number of customers are expected to concurrently

access the Web service [95].

Battery Power. The possibility of a battery power outage remains a major chal-

lenge for the potential growth of mobile computing. Recent developments in

mobile computing and the growing popularity of mobile applications outpace

what current battery technologies can provide [56].

Resource Heterogeneity. The operating systems and software platforms on mo-

bile devices span multiple vendors and feature a wide range of characteristics

and supporting functionalities. Providing an interoperable mobile service that

is platform-independent and still can perform uniformly across heterogeneous

platforms is another dimension of stringent constraints imposed by mobile en-

vironments.

Limited Display. Mobile devices have limited display screens which can display

relatively smaller amounts of data at a time, resulting in compromising the

usability of applications [62, 110].

While mobile devices are currently recognized as active data participants and ser-

vice providers, the reliability and availability of their services remain challenging.

Current service provisioning architectures are borrowed from the standard Web ser-

vice architecture where service hosts (providers) are fixed, networks are wired, and
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the power source is a wall-socket. Although many basic principles of the standard

Web service approach continue to apply, the inherent constraints of mobile devices

and limitations of broadband wireless access make the deployment of standard ar-

chitectures and Web services mechanisms in mobile environments inefficient. This

research provides robust architectures, techniques, and compelling scenarios for mo-

bile service provisioning. Personal Web services

Personal Web services is a proposed approach to reshape the scope of services of-

fered from personal mobile devices. Personal Web services (personal services) are

intended to make personal or person-related data accessible anytime, anywhere to

pre-authorized users with a custom level of access rights. Towards that end, we pro-

pose an architecture that exploits the specific characteristics of mobile devices, such

as personal contact lists, to advertise and discover such personal services. Thereby,

the approach coins the concept of cooperative service publishing and discovery for

resource-constrained environments, where peers (mobile users) use their own resources

to relay service communications according to pre-specified regulations.

Cloud-assisted mobile Web services

Cloud computing can assist mobile Web services from many different perspectives.

The deployment of computing resources as a utility that the cloud computing paradigm

offers opens up new opportunities to bridge the gap between resource-constrained

devices and computational-intensive applications. Thereby, mobile devices become

capable of running sophisticated resource-intensive applications, while significantly

reducing their energy consumption. Mobile Web services may also take advantage of

the cloud capability and ubiquity to bootstrap mobile service discovery and offer it as
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a cloud-based service. Towards this end, we propose a framework for cloud-assisted

mobile service provisioning to cater to the increasing demands of resources and im-

prove provisioning reliability. We also present the concept of offering discovery as a

cloud-based service.

1.2 Research Contributions

Our research aims primarily at enabling resource-constrained mobile devices to offer

reliable services. The main contributions of this thesis are the following:

• We introduce Personal Web Services, a service oriented paradigm where mo-

bile devices act as service providers, bringing together the convenience of mo-

bile devices, the benefits of real time access to various contextual information,

the power of high-capacity wireless technologies, and the flexibility of service-

oriented architecture in order to offer a better user experience. The approach

lays the foundation of a new paradigm of collaborative computing, especially

with P2P overlay.

• We present the concept of cooperative service publishing and discovery for

resource-constrained environments.

• We propose a distributed mobile Web service provisioning framework that re-

duces the burden on mobile resources through offloading resource-intensive pro-

cesses to the cloud. The framework takes advantage of cloud computing to

bridge the gap between the limited resources of mobile environments and the

growing resource demands of mobile service provisioning. The framework offers
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a robust offloading decision model to determine whether or not remote execu-

tion of a service request brings potential performance benefits. Cloud-assisted

service provisioning alleviates the burden on mobile resources, yet allows appli-

cations to benefit from the mobility of mobile providers and real time access to

context information.

• We propose Discovery as a service (DaaS), an agile architecture for effective

Web service discovery in mobile domains. DaaS offers Web service discovery

as a cloud-based service with a deep and comprehensive understanding of the

different resource constraints of mobile environments, such as limited computa-

tional resources, intermittent connectivity, and dynamic context. DaaS not only

finds appropriate services that match the user’s objective, context, and prefer-

ences, but also provides many smart adaptation techniques to handle runtime

context changes.

1.3 Document Outline

The remainder of this document is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the back-

ground and literature survey in mobile services. Chapter 3 presents the Personal

Web Services paradigm, including publication and discovery. The personal services

architecture takes advantage of the provider’s contact list to announce service exis-

tence and discovery requests. Participating members cooperate to disseminate service

advertisement and discovery requests using their own resources to distribute the re-

source consumption. Chapter 4 presents the cloud-assisted mobile service provision-

ing framework. The proposed framework features a dynamic offloading mechanism

that decides at runtime when to offload resource-intensive tasks based on available
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resources at the mobile side, current network condition and potential performance

benefits, in addition to accommodating user-defined energy constraints. Chapter 5

presents our proposed “Discovery as a Service (DaaS)” framework. DaaS addresses

the core components of mobile Web service discovery and lays the foundation of ef-

ficient discovery that takes into consideration user preferences and context. It also

brings the power of the cloud to the realm of mobile service discovery, opening up the

opportunities to use advanced discovery techniques that yield better results. Finally,

Chapter 6 concludes this document by highlighting the main issues addressed in this

thesis and outlining some of the future research directions.
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Chapter 2

Background and Literature Survey

In this chapter, we provide background on the Web service approach, standards, and

architectures. We then discuss the applicability and reliability of mobile Web service

provisioning. We study the various provisioning architectures, enabler technologies,

publishing and discovery mechanisms, and requirements to maintain consistent mo-

bile services. Finally, we survey the literature and point out the major challenges

facing mobile services and highlight different performance issues due to the resource

constraints of mobile devices.

2.1 Introduction

Mobile devices (in particular smartphones) are traditionally recognized as resource-

limited devices. While this is true, the manufacturers of mobile devices have recently

achieved breakthroughs in extending mobile devices’ capabilities in terms of mem-

ory, computational power, storage capacity, and display screen. In addition, many

capabilities such as cameras, GPS, infrared ports, Bluetooth technology, and a large

variety of sensors are embedded within the devices to expand their functionalities. It
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is quite common now to see a single mobile device that can offer navigation infor-

mation, measure ambient temperatures, control home devices such as TVs and air

conditioners, be used as a wireless presentation remote control, and even perform

fingerprint secured transactions.

On the other hand, the revolution in wireless communications achieved astonishing

developments in increasing transmission rates and improving the spectrum efficiency.

Cellular networks are able to accommodate more users and offer a wide range of

customized services with different degrees of quality of service (QoS). New services

are being offered to mobile users constantly. The evolving 3G and the next generation

of wireless mobile network (4G) introduce a flexible and programmable platform

to provide users access to future services and applications from a single terminal.

Therefore, user expectations are constantly increasing with no limits to their hopes

of removing barriers between different network technologies in order to foster flexible

and agile mobile applications.

With the advancements in the capabilities of mobile devices and the revolutionary

achievements in wireless communications, the global interest in mobile applications

is on the rise. Consequently, researchers are inspired to pave the road for mobile Web

service provisioning [83, 92, 116, 117, 119, 120, 131].

The role of mobile devices as a Web service consumer is fundamental. Shifting

the role of mobile devices from Web service clients to providers is feasible only if they

can offer standard Web services with acceptable performance and with no impact on

the regular use of mobile devices. In this chapter, we describe the state-of-the-art of

mobile Web service provisioning, address its applicability and reliability, point out the

research efforts, and explore the challenges and open research problems. Throughout
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the remainder of this chapter, we refer to mobile Web service provisioning as mobile

services.

2.2 Web Services

Service-oriented Architecture (SOA) has become a driving force for Web application

development. SOA uses services as the basic constructs to support rapid, low-cost,

and easy composition of distributed applications even in heterogeneous environments

[79]. In SOA, a service is defined by a Web interface that supports interoperability

between different software applications using a standard messaging protocol [44]. In

the early nineties, SOA offered the promise of robustness and agility to business enter-

prises to perform their business efficiently by supporting software reuse, application-

to-application interoperability, design flexibility, and a loosely coupled architecture.

Web services are the most popular implementation of SOA.

A Web service is a computational software entity which is able to achieve a user’s

objective by a remote invocation. Web services allow applications written in different

programming languages to interact seamlessly through standard protocols [104]. A

service, in contrast, is the actual value provided by the service invocation [108]. Web

services have a wide scope of applications ranging from simple stock quotes to very

complex applications such as Internet banking, weather forecasts and map services.

Figure 2.1 depicts a breakdown of the Web services approach in terms of design style,

interface and functionalities description, and type categorization.
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Web services

TypesDescription
Frameworks/

Middleware

Mobile

Web services

Stationary

 Web services
REST-basedSOAP-basedNon-semanticSemantic

Figure 2.1: A general overview of Web service descriptions, design styles, and service
types.

2.2.1 Web Service Design

Web services that comply with SOA and use the Simple Object Access Protocol

(SOAP) to communicate between the client interface and provider are called SOAP-

based Web services. In 2000, Fielding [65] proposed a new architecture style for

network-based applications called ”REpresentational State Transfer (REST)”. REST

aimed at the generalization of interfaces, scalability of interactions, and independent

deployments of software components. Web services built on top of REST principles

are called RESTful Web services. The next two subsections shed light on these two

architectural approaches with a comprehensive comparison between them.

SOAP-based

SOAP-based Web services are designed to allow RPC-like interactions with remote

systems. In this design style the service provider and potential consumers need to

establish a common understanding of the service syntax and the operations it offers.
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Each SOAP-based Web service has its own unique interface and is described by means

of the Web Services Description Language (WSDL) [50]. The WSDL description

is published in a public Universal Description Discovery and Integration (UUDI)

registry. The UDDI manages and maintains these Web services’ entries and keeps

a reference for the Web service description file (WSDL document). XML is used to

construct the basic blocks of Web service communication by means of some form of

XML messaging protocol, such as SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) or XML-

RPC (XML-Remote Procedure Call). SOAP-based Web services expose only a single

endpoint, by which users communicate with offered functionality.

The strength of the SOAP messaging protocol comes from its ability to work

in heterogeneous environments and independently of the underlying platform. For

example, SOAP handles the heterogeneity in data types across different platforms

using XML Schemas to define primitive data types. Each system or platform maps

these types to their internal data types. SOAP has a rigid type checking mechanism,

by which SOAP performs most of the standard data verifications. SOAP messages

are not tied to any particular current or future transport protocol.

SOAP-based Web services have several years of successful deployment within en-

terprises. The SOAP-based approach is heavily promoted by major software vendors

who offer fully automated solutions for migrating existing APIs with SOAP code gen-

eration. While SOAP-based Web services have been widely adopted by the industry

and supported by almost all development tools, the SOAP-based approach has the

following limitations [94]:

• Complexity : Deploying a SOAP-based service requires much experience due

the complexity of the Web service protocol stack. Additionally, serializing and
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deserializing requests written in native languages into SOAP messages is a time-

consuming and resource-intensive process, which contradicts the limitations of

mobile devices.

• Accessibility and interface: The service is exposed to the public using a single

endpoint API. Therefore, all the service functionalities and access information

are encapsulated within the service description file, hence, all operations use

the POST method.

• Interoperability : Each Web service has its own service interface. The descrip-

tion information is unique for each service and is exposed by a single WSDL

file. Once the client discovers the service, the enclosed binding information in

the WSDL file is used to communicate with the service and to construct the

requests. Whenever these bindings change, the corresponding communications

and requests have to change accordingly.

• Performance: SOAP-based Web services incur a high performance overhead due

to the use of XML and lengthy SOAP messages. Moreover, the WSDL file and

SOAP messages often include redundant information which in turn increases

the network traffic and consumes more resources.

• Data Model : The SOAP-based approach hides the data model behind the Web

service interface. This feature dictates that the service consumer and provider

must share a common model to communicate. However, SOAP advocates argue

that keeping the data model away from the clients is safer and less risky.

• Scalability : The SOAP messages are interpreted only by different applications

that understand the SOAP structure. Since consumers and providers must
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establish a common ground to be able to communicate, SOAP fails to achieve

the proper integration with the Web as an open and shared information model.

REST-based

RESTful Web services have gained popularity due to their simplicity, flexibility, and

scalability. Major Web service providers such as Google, Amazon, Yahoo, and eBay

adopted the RESTful approach in their offered services. RESTful Web services [94]

conform to the concepts of REST in order to avoid the performance overhead of

SOAP and XML. Services designed with the RESTful approach expose their func-

tionality as Web resources with a unique URI for each resource. A user can access

the desired resource by the associated URI or traverse offered functionality through

a hierarchical structure. Although the RESTful approach is tightly coupled with the

HTTP protocol, performance evaluation studies show that it outperforms the SOAP

approach within resource-constrained environments [23, 40, 31, 76, 95, 100, 133].

The RESTful approach features the following advantages over the SOAP approach

that make it more desirable and widely adopted [94] in mobile domains:

• Scalability : The RESTful approach inherits the underlying scalability of HTTP.

• Addressability : Web resources are exposed and accessed through a unique URI

rather than requiring a centralized repository, such as a UDDI, to manage pub-

lishing and discovery. Resources can be accessed through these URIs directly or

through the hyperlinks that connect related resources with one another, similar

to the Web navigation.

• Links and Connections : Resources can link to each other using hyperlinks and

state transfer can be managed through the referral to links.
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• Stateless : Requests in the RESTful approach are self-contained. This inde-

pendence allows the ability to delete the related information to a request once

it is complete. REST principles dictate that HTTP messages should be ”self-

descriptive”, which implies that any intermediary node can fully interpret the

message, understand it, and take actions upon its content on behalf of the user.

• Unified Interface: All resources are dynamically handled by a limited set of stan-

dard HTTP methods, namely, GET, PUT, DELETE, and POST. Any HTTP

client can communicate directly with any HTTP server without any further spe-

cial configuration. In contrast, SOAP needs both client and server (or consumer

and provider) to agree and be aware of method names, data types, and address-

ing model. The main reason for this is because SOAP is a protocol framework,

whereas HTTP is an application protocol [104].

There are some valuable lessons that SOAP can teach RESTful to add beyond

what HTTP can contribute [104].

• Security : Data that needs to be secure cannot be sent in-line with the URI.

HTTP GET encapsulates data parameters in the request. By doing this, the

data is at risk and the request becomes a security threat. SOAP is the better

solution when it comes to wrapping a large amount of data. Though HTTP

has security features, adopting the WS-Security model (supported by SOAP)

would strengthen the RESTful approach.

• Routing : Routing HTTP messages between different players is controlled by the

underlying network. This means in cases where control over routing is required

to determine a path between the client and the provider, HTTP is not the best
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solution. SOAP messages have the ability to allow the headers to be directed

to a particular intermediary (i.e. a proxy or cache).

• Asynchronous Execution: It is not feasible to require the client to wait for a

lengthy execution to complete. Instead, a call back, for either the client or

the server to re-establish the communication channel whenever the result is

available is suggested. SOAP has the ability to perform either synchronous or

asynchronous execution.

• Service Level Agreement : Usually, a contract exists between the service provider

and the consumer with SOAP-based services. This contract includes terms and

conditions, guaranteed QoS, reliability and availability, payments, etc. It also

specifies how to handle conflict between providers and the consumers whenever

terms or conditions are violated.

Table 2.1 gives a summary of our comparison between SOAP-based Web services

and REST-based Web services.

2.2.2 Web Service Description

The interactions of a Web service usually involve three parties: a service provider, a

service consumer, and occasionally a service broker. Once a Web service is developed,

the provider has to define the specification of how to perform service requests and

describe the Web service functionalities and how potential consumers can access and

invoke the required functionalities. Generally speaking, Web services can be described

using either semantic or non-semantic approaches.
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Table 2.1: A summary comparison of Web services design approaches.

Feature SOAP-based REST-based

Architecture Style Service-centric Resource-centric
Coupling Tightly coupled Loosely coupled
Transport Protocol Any HTTP only
Access Scheme Single end-point URI for each resource
QoS WS specifications Transport-dependable

(HTTP)
Invocation RPC-like HTTP methods
Interface Interface for each service Web browser
Description WSDL WSDL 2.0
Data Model Hidden Exposed
Data Representation XML XML
Scalability None Connected hyperlinks
Security WS-security-based HTTP-based

Non-semantic Description

Non-semantic Web services are described by the Web Service Description Language

(WSDL). WSDL enables service providers to describe their services and explain to

potential customers how to consume offered functionalities [50]. WSDL 2.0 is the lat-

est WSDL standard specification [50]. It describes the service in two levels; “abstract”

and “concrete”. The abstract level describes the operations that can be performed

by the service and the message structures used to communicate to access these oper-

ations, as well as an interface which combines messages and operations. The concrete

level specifies the service bindings associated with the network endpoints.

A Web service description involves various aspects such as information model,

functional capabilities, nonfunctional parameters, and technical specifications. The

information model defines the data model comprising input/output messages and

other data relevant to the service operation. Functional capabilities determine the
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operations offered by the service and how potential customers can interact with the

service. Nonfunctional parameters specify both the environmental and running pa-

rameters such as QoS, reliability, availability, etc. Technical specifications are mainly

concerned with implementation details such as message structures, transport proto-

cols, service location, and access information. The non-semantic description approach

describes Web services at a syntactic level [64]. According to the previously mentioned

description aspects, the non-semantic approach describes the information model using

an XML schema, while a WSDL interface describes the functional capabilities. The

nonfunctional parameters are determined by means of WS-specifications in terms of

policies and agreements. The technical details are defined through service bindings

and endpoint information.

A WSDL 1.1/WSDL 2.0 document describes a Web service using six major com-

ponents:

• <types>/<types> element is an XML data type definition that describes the

data containers used in message exchanges. The element name did not change

in WSDL 2.0.

• <message>/NA element is an abstract representation of the transmitted infor-

mation. Typically, a message contains one or more logical parts (parameters).

These parts are associated with a type definition. In the skeleton of WSDL 2.0

the message element is removed as a global element and the description of the

message is encapsulated in the interface element.

• <port>/<endpoint> the port/endpoint defines the access point of the Web ser-

vice.
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• <portType>/<Interface> is an important component in WSDL documents in

which the set of abstract operations (functions) that can be performed by the

Web service is defined. Each operation is associated with an input and/or

output message.

• <binding>/<binding> component specifies the communication protocol and

data format for each operation and message defined in a particular portType-

/interface element.

• <service>/<service> element is a composite operation that aggregates mul-

tiple related ports or functions.

WSDL 2.0 specifications enable the integration of the REST approach and Web

services through the introduction of HTTP binding specifications. For each operation

provided by the service description, some HTTP parameters (if applicable) can be

defined such as URI, HTTP method, input/output data serialization, etc. The main

objective of providing such a specification extension in WSDL 2.0 is to enable services

with both SOAP and HTTP bindings.

Semantic Description

Describing Web services semantically relies on ontologies [48]. An ontology is a for-

mal explicit specification of a shared conceptualization [73]. From this conceptual

definition the essential components are extracted which constitute the individual on-

tologies; they define an agreed-upon common terminology by providing concepts,

and relationships between the concepts [108]. Ontologies are structured in a class

hierarchy, each class represents a property or a function.
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Semantic descriptions of Web services aim to provide unambiguous definitions to

the description terms and to address the lack of understanding of the semantic mean-

ing of messages and data, which in turn makes the interactions between services more

logical and facilitates composition and integration of Web services. In contrast to

the non-semantic approach, the semantic description can incorporate non-functional

specifications such as those requirements that can be observed at the runtime such

as availability, reliability, and security, or those that can be realized at design time

such as extensibility and scalability. Semantic Web services are anticipated to con-

tribute to the transformation of the Web from information-based to knowledge-based

services.

In the semantic approach, services are described by profiles, models, and ground-

ings. The service profile contains the information related to the service functionalities,

which is needed by the service requester to match the service with the required task.

The service model describes the service implementations, required inputs, and ex-

pected outputs. It also can be used by the requester to refine the search results.

The service information model is defined through domain ontologies. Functional de-

tails are represented by capabilities and functional categories whereas non-functional

parameters are described using ontologies that describe different nonfunctional prop-

erties. Technical issues such as bindings and protocols are defined the same way as

in WSDL documents [64]. Service grounding defines the service accessibility. More

precisely, the service is advertised, registered, and discovered through the service pro-

file. Once the service is located, the requester uses the service model and grounding

together in order to access it [68, 86].

Web services may use various semantic description languages such as Web ontology
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languages (OWL-S) [46],Web Service Modeling Ontology (WSMO) [108], WSMO-Lite

[64], Web Services Semantics (WSDL-S) [26], and Semantic Web Services Ontology

(SWSO) [39, 108]. Even with the standardization efforts, each description language

has its own notation and no universally accepted formal notations yet exist for se-

mantic descriptions. Services that are described in a particular semantic description

language would only be discovered by requests constructed by the same semantic

formalism.

A similar approach to ontologies that can be categorized under semantic descrip-

tions is folksonomies [91]. Folksonomies adopt Web 2.0 social participation to tag Web

resources based on user conceptions using user-generated metadata. Folksonomies are

recently employed in the Web service domain to tag and discover required services

[106]. Although this approach is scalable and offers great flexibility, it may suffer from

inaccuracy due to lack of common terminologies or ambiguous tagging by inexperi-

enced users. Filtering techniques and vocabulary controlling mechanisms, therefore,

are required to improve the accuracy and reliability of the folksonomy approach. In

contrast to ontologies, folksonomies share the same concept but with different imple-

mentation. However, non-taxonomic relations between tags can be generated from

folksonomies in order to construct ontology-like structures [130]. Folksonomy struc-

tures are less resource-intensive and more lightweight and can better accommodate

the resource constraints of mobile environments while offering higher flexibility and

maintaining reasonable reliability.

With the adoption of mobile services, the expected number of offerings is quite

high. Therefore, searching for the right service(s) for a particular objective is a
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key challenge. The syntactic level of description, offered by a non-sematic descrip-

tion, does not enable the automation of service discovery and integration. Semantic

annotations augment the capabilities of service description and make it machine con-

sumable based on meaning and understanding, not just on the syntax. However,

semantic discovery is a resource-intensive process that conflicts with the resource

constraints of mobile environments. This problem can be approached in two ways,

either by augmenting the capability of mobile devices thorough cloud computing [77]

or by optimizing semantic descriptions and reasoning to accommodate the various

constraints of mobile environments [127]. Cloud computing seems to be more rea-

sonable approach, especially with the latest widespread deployments and adoption of

cloud services. The cloud opens up the opportunities to employ advanced techniques

that were deemed beyond the capability of resource-constrained environments, such

as semantic approaches.

Table 2.2 summarizes the differences between non-semantic and semantic descrip-

tion approaches, emphasizing the advantages and disadvantages of each approach.

2.2.3 Types of Web Services

We classify Web services based on the type of host. Web services that are provided

by fixed servers are called stationary Web services , whereas services that are hosted

and delivered by mobile devices are called mobile Web services. This thesis focuses on

mobile Web services and the applicability of provisioning from resource-constrained

mobile devices. The next section elaborates more on both types of Web services.
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Table 2.2: A comprehensive comparison between semantic and non-semantic web ser-
vice description approaches.

Feature Non-semantic Semantic

Information model descrip-
tion

XML-Schemas Domain ontologies

Functional descriptions WSDL interface Capabilities and functional cat-
egories

Nonfunctional descriptions NA Ontologies (policies and proper-
ties)

Behavioral descriptions NA Pre & post-conditions

Technical descriptions WSDL bindings and com-
munication protocols

Same as in WSDL

Search Keyword based Semantic reasoning

Stationary Web Services

Stationary Web services typically are location-dependent as they are basically de-

signed for static networks and deployed on fixed servers. Usually stationary Web

services are tied to the availability of local resources such as databases hosted on the

same server [112]. These Web services can be accessed and consumed by fixed or

mobile clients through the announced address for the Web service. Since they are

hosted on fixed servers, stationary Web services normally are capable of providing

reliable performance and guarantee reasonable QoS. Computational resources can be

added or shrunk according to the service demands. Therefore, stationary Web ser-

vices can serve, theoretically, a huge number of users. Stationary Web services can

be replicated on multiple servers to support distributed provisioning and/or avoid

a single point of failure and enhance the service reliability and availability. Service

replication decisions can be static based on pre-specified conditions at design time,

or dynamic, at runtime according to context change.
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Web service communication schemes are independent of the type of service con-

sumers and service providers, that is, which one or both of the communication par-

ties may be mobile nodes[24]. Traditional Web services are designed to behave syn-

chronously, i.e. users are blocked while executing. In mobile domains, the syn-

chronous execution of long-lived processes is a poor choice. Regular usage of mobile

terminals must be maintained during the execution of Web services whether the ter-

minal is a consumer or provider.

Mobile Web Services

Mobile Web services are deployed on mobile devices and provisioned over wireless

networks [119] where devices may play the role of consumer, broker, or provider. The

following characteristics highlight the distinguishing features and inherent constraints

of mobile services.

Real-time Data Access. Mobile hosts are typically multihomed [93] and equipped

with a variety of sensors. Therefore, mobile Web services provide a natural

opportunity for enabling instant access to real-time data and dynamic context

attributes, such as location and environmental conditions.

Context-Awareness. Context is information that characterizes the situation of an

entity, whether the entity is a person or any other relevant object [57]. Mobile

devices are associated with users who have personal preferences. Mobile devices

also have the ability to access a wide range of contextual information. Mobile

services enable the provisioning of personalized services by exploiting the inher-

ent mobility of the host device and the use of the relevant context information

[62].
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Ubiquitous Access. Mobile services offer ubiquitous data access anywhere, anytime

[80].

Limited Resources. The resource limitations of the host provider place constraints

on the type and scale of functionality that mobile services can offer. Addi-

tionally, the possibility of battery power outage remains a challenge for their

reliability [62, 110].

Intermittent Connectivity. Data services offered over wireless links become un-

reachable if connections are temporarily lost. Intermittent connectivity poses a

major challenge to the reliability of mobile Web services [63].

Addressability. Mobile devices change their point of attachment to the network as

they relocate. Changing the network provider or network technology typically

results in changing the mobile provider’s IP address, which in return makes

services’ binding information invalid if not properly updated [118].

Scalability. Given the limited resources of a mobile device, mobile Web services do

not scale well when a large number of customers are expected to concurrently

access the Web service [95].

Due to the unique characteristics and limitations of mobile services, many con-

ventional Web service protocols and mechanisms have been adapted and supporting

platforms have been developed that are suitable for the deployment on mobile do-

mains. We briefly highlight a non-exclusive list of these platforms as follows.

• Java ME: Java platform, Micro Edition (J2ME) [1] is the successor of PJava

and is the most ubiquitous Java application platform for mobile devices. A
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broad range of embedded devices use J2ME as the Java runtime platform. J2ME

comes pre-installed on most of the current smartphones. Currently, J2ME comes

in one of two platforms. The first platform is Connected Device Configuration

(CDC) to support high end mobile devices such as tablets and some power-

ful smartphones with the base set of APIs and virtual machine. The second

platform is Connected Limited Device Configuration (CLDC) which provides

the same kind of support for mobile devices that experience intermittent wire-

less connections and have relatively limited resources such as smartphones. On

top of CLDC and CDC, Mobile Information Device Profile (MIDP) provides

the Java runtime environment for Java mobile applications on most of today’s

mobile devices.

• kXML2: kXML2 [37] is a lightweight XML parser designed specifically for

constrained environments.

• kSOAP2: kSOAP2 [2] is a lightweight SOAP implementation adapted for

resource-constrained devices to overcome the significant overhead of the orig-

inal SOAP implementation. kSOAP2 is an open source SOAP Web service

client library that processes SOAP messages based on kXML2 parser. The ba-

sic functionality of kSOAP2 is to convert the data types in SOAP messages into

Java data objects. gSOAP is the kSOAP equivalent for C and C++ with some

additional capabilities for creating Web services stubs from WSDL.

2.3 Architectures of Mobile Services

Over the past few years, several researchers have proposed different architectures and

frameworks for providing Web services from mobile devices. These studies center
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around the possibility of hosting Web services on resource-limited devices. Each one

of these approaches addresses and deals with certain challenges facing mobile services

such as reachability, reliability, and scalability.

Most of the current mobile service architectures are still in their infancy [31].

Pawer et al. [101] discuss different mobile service architectures and classify them

into three categories, proxy-based, Peer-to-Peer, and asymmetric. In this section, we

discuss in detail the current architectures, illustrating the merits and shortcomings

of each one, and comparing them side-by-side.

2.3.1 Proxy-based Architecture

Some of the challenges in implementing Web service provisioning on resource-constrained

devices include protocol compatibility and scalability. The proxy-based mobile ser-

vice architecture is the simplest approach to overcome these challenges. The proxy is

usually a high-end machine attached to the fixed network. Therefore, it theoretically

has unlimited bandwidth to minimize the bandwidth usage in mobile networks and

enough processing power to offload the resource-constraint devices and perform the

resource-intensive processing. Proxy-based architectures offer caching to support dis-

connected mobile services and accommodate high access demands, while maintaining

reasonable latency.

From an implementation perspective, proxy-based architectures rely on Jini tech-

nology [3]. Jini is an infrastructure based on Java to enable building federated network

services. The infrastructure is comprised of a join/discovery protocol and lookup ser-

vice. The lookup service is the major component of the system which serves as a

repository of services, whereas the join/discovery protocol publishes and discovers
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Figure 2.2: An abstract overview of proxy-based mobile Web service architecture.

network services.

Figure 2.2 shows an abstract overview of the proxy-based architecture. It consists

of a mobile device hosting Web services and is connected wirelessly to a high-end

machine acting as a proxy. The proxy represents the endpoint of Web services to the

clients. Web services are published by the proxy to the look-up directory/registry

which represents a service broker for both providers and clients. Potential clients dis-

cover the requested services through the lookup directory, get the binding information,

and contact the proxy directly to use the corresponding service. The intercommu-

nication between the mobile service provider and the proxy server ensures that the

provided service is up-to-date.
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Proxy-based architectures resolve many challenges facing mobile services. For

example, proxies are more capable than mobile devices to serve a large number of

clients simultaneously with acceptable performance and response time. Proxies also

deal with different protocol translations, since most of the Web service protocols

are not originally designed for wireless communications (i.e. are not optimized to

tolerate high-latency, unreliable communications, and intermittent connections). A

proxy-based architecture can guarantee a reasonable QoS in contrast to a fully wireless

domain wherein providing a particular level of QoS is quite difficult. Proxies can also

hide the heterogeneity of various mobile devices and support mobile terminals with

disconnected states [102].

2.3.2 P2P-based Architecture

Peer-to-Peer (P2P) technology is a distributed, low-cost, and collaborative comput-

ing paradigm. The vision of the P2P mobile Web service architecture is to overcome

the limitations of centralized approaches and to take advantage of the flexibility that

P2P architectures offer. Figure 2.3 illustrates the basic architecture of providing Web

services from mobile devices over P2P networks. It also shows how P2P-based, proxy-

based, and asymmetric architectures may coexist to form a hybrid architecture. A

P2P mobile service architecture relies on the P2P network advertising mechanism to

publish and discover Web services. The P2P network advertising mechanism handles

node mobility and dynamically manages the location and binding information of the

Web service in WSDL documents through the lifetime concept. P2P advertisements

are associated with a lifetime parameter, whenever the lifetime expires the advertise-

ment must be republished to stay valid, otherwise, it is removed automatically or
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Figure 2.3: Mobile Web service P2P-based architecture.

marked invalid. This mechanism of managing the publication of services eliminates

the task of keeping centralized services registries consistent and up-to-date.

The most popular implementation of P2P mobile services uses JXTA technology

[4, 71], where publication and discovery of services are handled using JXTA protocols.

Services are advertised as JXTA modules, where a module is composed of a module

class, a module specification, and a module implementation. This corresponds to

WSDL and UDDI in the traditional Web services approach. Clients must join the

P2P network and get a PeerID before they are able to discover services. The mapping

between the current IP address and the PeerID of a client is managed by the under-

lying JXTA protocols. Clients can query the network for required services while they

are connected. Once the required service is located, the client communicates with the

service provider through JXTA pipes in order to send and receive messages.
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2.3.3 Asymmetric Architecture

The asymmetric approach follows the traditional Web service architecture as shown in

Figure 2.4 except that the service provider is a mobile device. The term asymmetric

was coined by Porta [102] for those approaches that address the resource limitations

of mobile devices. Figure 2.4 shows the architecture of the asymmetric mobile service

architecture.

Several adaptations have been proposed for traditional Web service protocols and

mechanisms to accommodate the limitations of mobile devices. For example, asym-

metric architecture supports only simple XML data types such as String, Integer, and

Char), to avoid complex type extraction [101]. Another example is the utilization
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of the Asynchronous Service Access Protocol (ASAP) [66] in the communication of

mobile services. ASAP is specifically designed by OASIS to target the service inter-

actions in long-lived mobile services. ASAP enables services to run asynchronously

and independently from their caller service. In such scenarios, the client invokes the

service and waits for the response without blocking the device during the execution.

The response is sent back whenever it is available or a separate request can be made

later by the client to communicate the results of the Web service operations. ASAP

implements asynchronous interaction techniques such as “Callback”, where the server

sends the response to the client whenever it is ready or “Polling”, where the client

re-establishes a connection later to check whether the results are ready. ASAP allows

the client to query the Web service for its current status during the execution time. It

also enables clients to send updates to change their previous information. This is to

accommodate changes in the client requirements during the course of prolonged exe-

cution times. Asynchronous Web services though should have the ability to update

their behavior accordingly at runtime.

Recent studies have shown the feasibly of asynchronous mobile service provision-

ing. Elgazzar et al. [63] propose a generic framework for efficient Web service pro-

visioning in mobile heterogeneous environments. The framework aims at exploiting

the inherent ubiquity of mobile devices and their association to a specific context

in order to provide reliable and personalized service in an ad-hoc fashion. Aijaz et

al. [24] propose an asynchronous mobile services middleware that supports the asyn-

chronous execution of long-lived services. The framework supports both ”Callback”

and ”Polling” service interaction techniques. Kim and Lee [83] propose a high level

description of a framework that hosts Web services on mobile devices and supports
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Table 2.3: Comparison summary between different mobile Web service architectures.

Feature Proxy-based P2P-based Asymmetric

Architecture style Decentralized Distributed Centralized

Core technology Jini architecture JXTA protocols Traditional Web ser-
vices architecture

Communications Through the proxy Peer talk to Peer Clients talk directly
to providers

Addressing Announce the proxy
address

Unique PeerID IP-based

Service publishing Jini Join request JXTA advertise-
ments

UDDI

Service discovery Lookup service dis-
covery (UDDI-like)

JXTA resource dis-
covery

Query the UDDI

Service invocation Access the proxy +
RMI

Communicate the
provider peer +
HTTP

Access the provider +
HTTP

Scalability Can serve large num-
ber of concurrent
customers

Scale as peers join Limited number of
concurrent customers

Consistency Synchronization be-
tween the proxy and
the mobile provider

Advertisements asso-
ciated with lifetime

Consistent

QoS Guaranteed Unguaranteed Unguaranteed

service migration. Their framework handles interrupted connections through service

migration to a new suitable host to maintain service reliability. The migration can

be triggered by providers or upon detection of service disruption for example, due to

overload or battery outage.

Table 2.3 provides a comparison between the different approaches. While the ex-

isting proxy-based and P2P architectures rely on other technologies, such as Jini and

JXTA, for setup, the asymmetric approach can work with no infrastructure support,

for example over direct WiFi links. However, several performance concerns associated

with the asymmetric architecture remain challenging.
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2.4 Web Services Publishing and Discovery

Publishing a Web service is the process of notifying users of the existence of such a

service and providing all the required information to access it. Providers have two

options to publish their services: either to register services with a service broker in

a public service repository, using the UDDI standard, or to advertise them in a local

service directory that is publicly accessible. Service brokers usually provide a Web

interface for their service registry that accepts information about providers, their

service technical interface (tModel), and description files. In contrast, Web service

discovery is the process of finding a Web service that fulfills a certain task. Service

discovery is a crucial component of any service centric system. The possibility of

system failure is 100% if the discovery process fails to find the correct service.

Service discovery should demand minimal user involvement, especially in mobile

domains where users have limited input capabilities. A comparison between current

discovery mechanisms focusing on the autonomic capability of service discovery is pre-

sented in [105]. The comparison is carried out based on eight criteria that evaluate

how autonomous these approaches are. These criteria are service description, match-

making/reasoning, scalability, robustness, service composition, Quality and cost of

service, up-to-dateness, and service replacement.

2.5 Service Discovery Approaches

Most of the existing techniques belong to one of three main discovery approaches [75]:

UDDI Registry, specialized search engines, and generic search engines. Each one of

these approaches has its own strengths and weaknesses.
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-UDDI : Universal Description Discovery and Integration (UDDI) is the discov-

ery approach used by the standard Web service architecture. It relies on centralized

repositories that providers use to publish their services and customers use to discover

services that satisfy their requirements. UDDI maintains information about the ser-

vice description, publisher, endpoint, technical interface (tModel), implementation,

etc. This approach has not been widely adopted by the Web services community

which explains why major UDDI repositories (such as IBM and Microsoft) shut down

their services in 2006 [88]. However, there are still a few public registries offering ser-

vices with different capabilities such as RemoteMethods, StrikIron, and X-Methods.

Problems with UDDI include the centralized architecture, limited scalability, sin-

gle point of failure, consistency maintenance, searches that rely on keywords or cat-

egory browsing, lack of support for non-functional and behavioral aspects, and out-

dated service records. Customers also need to be aware of the UDDI addresses to

locate and query the repositories. However, UDDI enables service subscription for

interested users to keep them updated. Some UDDI repositories add extra features

such as service trial, transaction facilitation, WSDL parser, different pricing schemes,

performance monitoring, programmatic interface, ratings, categorization, documen-

tation, etc. UDDI also allows searching for providers and tModels [75, 88].

-Specialized search engines : This approach aims to distinguish a Web service

search from a Web content search. The basic idea is to make use of Web services

functionalities, operations, and other information provided in the description files in

order to perform a meaningful search for services that best match a particular re-

quest. These search engines collect Web services description files from public UDDI

repositories and Web contents, extract the semantic meaning of these Web services
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from their description files, and perform semantic matching between requests and

Web services capabilities. Woogle [30] and WSCE [28] are examples of these search

engines.

Web services search engines are able to find services that are more relevant to

users’ requests as the search does not only rely on keywords but also on functional-

ities and other running parameters such as QoS. Additionally, the retrieved services

should be valid and running, as these engines are able to catch any updates or status

changes while continuously crawling the descriptions of Web services from the source.

However, so far this approach supports only searching for non-semantic Web services.

-Generic Web search engines : Web content search engines are another alternative

to find Web services using keyword search. Major providers of Web services, such

as Google, Amazon and Yahoo, have decided to publish their Web services through

their own websites instead of using UBRs. This trend is forcing users to discover Web

services through Web content search engines. Users can use search engines to locate

Web services by customizing the search query to look for specific file types (ex. wsdl

and owl files).

The major drawback of generic search engines is that they cannot understand

Web service functionalities outlined in the description files and only rely on key-

words to find services. Their advantages include robustness, scalability, and no extra

infrastructure is required.

The discovery process is quite different according to the Web service descrip-

tion method. Semantic Web services are discovered by high level match-making ap-

proaches [117], whereas non-semantic Web services discovery methods use information

retrieval techniques [66] based on keyword matching.
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2.5.1 Non-semantic Discovery

In the WSDL-based service discovery approach, a Web service discovery engine par-

tially matches the search terms (keywords) entered by the user with the Web service

name, location, business, or tModel [97] defined in the service description file. The

use of these types of keywords is, by design, limited in WDSL specifications. A rel-

evant service may not be retrieved if the search terms do not include part of the

Web service name. A user may even miss services that use synonyms or variations

of these keywords. For example, a service that contains ”car” in its name may not

be retrieved by a query looking for ”vehicle” service. A solution to this problem is

proposed by Elgazzar et al. [61] via clustering WSDL documents based on functional

similarity.

The WSDL-based service discovery approach works on the syntactic level and

lacks the understanding of the semantics of Web service functionalities. Thereby,

building a common ground between the provider and the consumer is difficult, espe-

cially in pervasive environments [41]. In such environments, service discovery should

be robust and lightweight enough to cope with the network’s dynamics and resource-

constrained mobile devices. Furthermore, important parameters such as QoS, user

context, and other non-functional parameters cannot be exploited in discovering the

most appropriate Web service to the requested task using WSDL-based approach.

The semantic approach introduces solutions to these discovery issues using semantic

reasoning.
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2.5.2 Semantic Discovery

A common problem for all current semantic approaches is that they must apply the

same formalism to describe the service capabilities and the service request (a so-

lution is introduced to tackle this problem in [81]). Then, a matchmaking process

is performed to match the request requirements with the offered capabilities. The

matchmaking process is comprised of three steps: 1) parsing both the user request

for requirement and service profile for capabilities, 2) using a semantic reasoner to

load the ontologies used by the user request and service advertisement, 3) finding

the semantic relation between inputs, outputs, and properties of the requested and

provided functionalities and capabilities. Step 2 and 3 are carried out by a semantic

reasoner such as Racer 1 and Fact++ 2. A service is discovered if a ”match” rela-

tion holds between advertised capabilities (CA) and requested capabilities (CR). In

such a relation, a semantic match means that CA subsumes CR. More precisely, all

required inputs, expected outputs, and required properties of CR are matched with

the expected inputs, offered outputs, and provided properties by CA, respectively.

The result would be a group of Web services which are ranked according to a best-fit

criteria.

The performance parameters that distinguish one semantic reasoner from another

are: 1) the response time, which is the time taken to match a request with the

capabilities provided by Web services, 2) the computational resource requirements

used in matching. Thus, in order to feasibly employ the semantic discovery approach

in mobile services, the matching process should be optimized for these performance

metrics.

1Racer: http://www.sts.tu-harburg.de/r.f.moeller/racer/
2Fact++: http://owl.man.ac.uk/factplusplus/
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Amigo-s [41] is a semantic description language developed to advertise and dis-

cover Web services in pervasive and resource-constrained computing environments

using a dedicated Service Discovery Protocol (SDP). A number of optimizations were

considered such as, offline classification for offered ontologies, hierarchical categoriza-

tion for requested capabilities, and distributed service directories. However, in the

case of resource-constrained mobile providers/brokers, the overhead of service clas-

sification could be infeasible; especially if the set of available services is constantly

changing as providers/brokers move around.

2.5.3 Service Discovery in Mobile Environments

Limited resource availability on mobile devices and unreliable communication in wire-

less networks present unique challenges for service discovery. A vision for discovery

schemes in open mobile environments is presented by Bashah et al. [38]. Mobile

providers and users are constantly changing their locations and might offer, or be in-

terested in, location-based services. Mobile users’ attitude, preferences and demands

for location-aware mobile services are discussed from the user perspective by Kaasinen

et al. [82].

Several studies have focused on overcoming specific limitations of mobile service

discovery, such as semantic reasoning. Steller et al. [125, 126, 127] propose the

mTableaux algorithm to optimize the reasoning process and facilitate Web services

selection for limited-resource mobile providers. Similarly, Gu et al. [74] discuss the

design principles and implementations of supporting ontology and reasoning for mo-

bile context-aware applications. Bhuvaneswari et al. [42] propose a framework for

semantic Web service composition in mobile environments. It converts WSDL files
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into an OWL-S specification and generates a service profile for the request. Then, it

performs sematic reasoning between the advertised service profile and the requested

one. The composer generates composition plans and stores it in a plan repository in

a cloud. Yang et al. [140] propose an architecture for mobile Web service discovery,

aiming at avoiding intermittent connections and overcoming delay and bandwidth

limitations. Their architecture enables mobile users to download and execute services

locally in order to avoid unnecessary back and forth communication. However, this

approach overlooks many issues that typically exist in mobile services such as, possible

access of local resources, depletion of mobile energy, and consistency of services.

Much attention has been given to context-aware service discovery in heteroge-

neous mobile environments. Such context includes user preferences, device profiles,

environment parameters and service ratings. Garćıa et al. [67] propose a detailed

user preferences model that can be applied as an extension to the existing semantic

description languages. The model distinguishes between mandatory requirements and

preferred ones. Al-Masri et al. [29] have developed a device-aware service discovery

mechanism that is capable of selecting Web services that adhere to mobile device

constraints. The mechanism takes advantage of HTTP sessions to collect device in-

formation and store it at the server side. This information is later used to ensure that

the discovered services will function properly within the user’s device. User feedback

and rating is also another important aspect that could be used to improve Web service

discovery [35]. However, mechanisms that collect the feedback should prevent false

ratings as well as providers who dishonestly claim a certain QoS for their advertised

services to falsely attract customers [132]. Maamar et al. [89] discuss the develop-

ment, discovery, and composition of capacity-driven Web services, which are services
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that have the capability of changing their behavior according to environment changes.

Similar research on services with different qualities to cope with environment context

is presented in [128].

2.5.4 Discovery in P2P Networks

Peers in P2P networks are always on the move, changing their point of connection to

the network. Consequently, the binding information of an advertised mobile service

needs to be updated accordingly. Improper handling of service binding information

results in failed invocations. Keeping such binding information consistent is costly

and challenging in mobile environments.

In contrast to the the traditional Web service model, advertising and discovery

of mobile services in P2P follows the announce-listen model. Most of the existing

research efforts concerning publishing and discovery in P2P networks rely on JXTA

technology. These implementations publish Web services as a JXTA modules, where

each module includes module class, module specification, and module implementation

[71]. The module class represents the information needed to declare the services. The

module specification contains the information required for the potential consumer

to access the service. Its implementation indicates the methods (possibly across

different platforms) of the advertised specifications. Modules are searchable and can

be queried for a certain Web service requirement or functionality. Its class maps

to the UDDI entry in the traditional Web service architecture as shown in Figure

2.5, while the module specification and module implementation together map to the

WSDL document information [120]. Advertisements in JXTA are represented as XML

documents and are broadcast/multicast over the P2P network. A determined lifetime
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Figure 2.5: Mapping between JXTA advertisements and traditional Web service pub-
lishing architecture.

is associated with each advertisement; once it expires, the corresponding service or

advertisement becomes invalid or is automatically deleted. This feature reduces the

need of maintaining up-to-date centralized registries. To keep a service advertisement

valid, the service should be periodically republished or re-announced.

Peers discover the required services by sending a search request over the net-

work [58]. Similar to WSDL-based service discovery, the JXTA API only supports

keyword-based search in advertised modules. Usually, the user’s query matches the

information in the module class. Therefore, information such as the user’s context is

not used to find the relevant service using the basic JXTA search. Sirarma [120] pro-

poses an advanced search mechanism by proper categorization of the advertisements

based on functionalities, then filtering the retrieved services to find the most relevant

services. The filtering algorithm relies on the word importance calculation across
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all the retrieved advertisements considering the word frequency and its distribution.

However, such search mechanisms need a high-end JXME peer due to the resource

limitations of the regular mobile devices [121]. The scalability of P2P-based mobile

Web service discovery is also studied by Zhu [143].

Sioutas et al. [115] take advantage of P2P overlay networks and propose a fault

tolerant search infrastructure based on indexing techniques to leverage Web service

discovery in P2P networks. Sets of descriptive keywords are extracted from WSDL

description files, indexed, then stored at peers. Request-query matching then supports

keyword-matching on service name, category and tModel. Also, Vu et al. [132]

propose a decentralized service discovery framework based on indexed P2P service

registries. A semantic service description, including functional and non-functional

properties, is stored on a peer registry on P2P overlay network. The requirements of

a potential requester are expressed in the same ontology concept used to describe the

characteristic vector of the service.

2.6 Literature Survey

Over the past few years, there has been much research on how to facilitate service

provisioning from mobile devices and how to take advantage of their mobility and the

ability to sense their surroundings. The research spans multiple aspects ranging from

provisioning reliable mobile services to efficient discovery. Previous research efforts

in this direction can be broadly categorized into three main streams: contributions

that offer innovative ideas and architectures of service provisioning, proposals that

address specific limitations or constraints related to mobile services, and studies that

investigate the performance of mobile services and discuss their feasibility.
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This section surveys the efforts of researchers to enable mobile services, tackle

their challenges, and improve their performance and reliability.

2.6.1 Enabling Mobile Service Provisioning

Mobile services started back in 2002 with the Personal Server [135], a concept that

enables people to store and access data and applications hosted on their mobile de-

vices through convenient interfaces found nearby such as public display monitors,

information kiosks, and other computers. Personal server was an idea to unleash the

potential of user’s mobility, while freeing users from the small and limited displays

of their mobile devices. There were similar efforts aimed at running a Web server

in a mobile device [99, 103]. The authors presented an architecture of a Web server

running on a Symbian platform. This computing model was further augmented by

the Nokia Research Center, where they ported a version of Apache Httpd Web server

to the Symbian/S60 platform [137, 138]. This server enabled users to publish and

share photos and other personal information on their terminals, or even offer an in-

terface to remotely configure the device itself. Wikman et al. [139] presented a demo

of personal website on mobile phones.

Recently, advancements in mobile device manufacturing and wireless technologies

triggered a great interest in the research community in adopting mobile services. Sev-

eral research efforts have studied Web service provisioning from resource-constrained

providers, however, they address specific aspects in isolation which may yield ineffi-

cient architectures.

El-Masri [59] addresses enabling hosting capabilities in mobile devices. The au-

thor presents a framework for a ”Mobile Web Server” that supports Web service
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provisioning and Web applications from mobile devices. Mobile providers and clients

communicate with the mobile Web server and each other through their respective

network operators. Services that live on mobile devices are registered in a pub-

lic UDDI registry and are made accessible for both mobile and Web applications

through the mobile Web server. Weerasinghe et al. [136] studied reliable mobile Web

service provisioning with respect to availability and scalability. The authors propose a

proxy-based middleware to bootstrap the performance of mobile services. The proxy

acts as a fixed representative to mobile services. This middleware supports service

migration where mobile providers may choose to switch to an alternate server due to

close proximity or better connectivity.

Hassan et al. [77] present a distributed mobile service provisioning framework

that partitions the execution of resource-intensive Web services between the mobile

provider and a backend server. The framework offers a distributed execution engine

where tasks that require real time access to local resources are executed on the mobile

devices, while the remaining processing is offloaded to a remote server. A partitioning

strategy is presented to arbitrate the split of service tasks. Their partition technique

relies solely on the available resources. If the available resources satisfy the Web

service’s execution requirements, the execution is performed entirely on the mobile

side. The framework does not offer options based on potential performance benefits

and current context. In some cases, it might turn out that local execution yields

better performance than remote execution, especially when a large amount of data

transfer is required.

Mobile devices are typically multihomed and are able to communicate over mul-

tiple heterogeneous network interfaces, e.g. 3G, WiFi, Bluetooth, and even ZigBee
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[80]. Meads et al. [93] discuss Web service provisioning from devices with multiple

wireless interfaces. The authors present a middleware infrastructure that relies on

a Jini surrogate architecture and supports vertical handover between Bluetooth and

HTTP. The handoff mechanism between different interconnect channels can be initi-

ated by the user (proactive) or in response to a context change (reactive). Enabling

HTTP connections over Bluetooth channels is also investigated by Auletta et al. [34].

The authors introduced a Bluetooth Http Server Proxy (BHSP) that handles the

interface between Bluetooth-enabled clients and an HTTP Web server. Their im-

plementation of this interface extends the J2ME standard class HttpConnection to

BtHttpConnection class that supports the underlying communication on a Bluetooth

channel transparently.

Mobile devices can access a wide range of context information in real time. Such

context can help to provide mobile services in the best interest of users. However,

the objective of incorporating context information with the Web service discovery

or provisioning is to ensure proper functioning. For example, device-aware service

discovery [29] ensures discovered/selected service fits within the device constraints.

User preferences [67] is another dimension by which services can be provided that

are in interest of the consumer. Kaasinen [82] studies location-aware mobile services

from the user’s perspective and draws conclusions about key aspects related to user

preferences. However, the author discusses the concept rather than offering a technical

proposal on how to incorporate such preferences and needs.
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2.6.2 Augmenting Mobile Services

Notwithstanding the research efforts that have focused on enabling mobile service

provisioning, many limitations with respect to mobile environments remain. Several

studies address the resource limitations on mobile devices while providing mobile ser-

vices from different perspectives. Some studies propose offloading resource-intensive

tasks to either the cloud [56, 70, 77] or nearby computing infrastructures [109]. Cloud

computing offers a greater ability to support mobile services and significantly im-

prove the reliability and scalability [118]. Offloading executes a portion(s) of the

service remotely on a resource-rich computing infrastructure, either to augment the

mobile resources or bootstrap the performance [36, 51]. Even though offloading is a

promising approach to augment the capabilities of mobile devices, it needs an efficient

partitioning strategy to balance the tradeoff between the amount of data transfer and

the reduction in resource consumption.

Giurgiu et al. [70] present a middleware that can distribute mobile applications

between the mobile device and a remote server machine, aiming at improving the

overall latency and reducing the amount of data transfer. The middleware gener-

ates a resource consumption graph and splits the application’s modules to optimize

a variety of objective functions. Similarly, CloneCloud [52] offers a runtime parti-

tioning approach for mobile applications based on a combination of static analysis

and dynamic profiling techniques. CloneCloud works at the application-level VM and

supports up to the thread granularity. The objective is to speed up the application

execution and to reduce energy consumption at the mobile side. In CloneCloud, a de-

vice clone operates on the cloud and communicates with the mobile device. However,
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computing resources in cloud computing are allocated to customers through launch-

ing virtual machines (VMs) with predetermined configurations. Deploying VMs in

the public cloud infrastructure incurs overhead in terms of distributed resource man-

agement and long latency. Such latency negatively impacts time-sensitive services

such as healthcare and emergency response. Shiraz and Gani [113] studied the per-

formance impact of deploying VMs on a physically nearby computing infrastructure

(cloudlet) instead of a public cloud. However, the cloudlet approach is still in its

infancy stage, facing challenges on how to find nearby computing resources and how

to mange running instances.

Sharing the same concern but from a different perspective, MAUI [56]enables

energy-aware offloading of mobile code to a resource-rich computing infrastructure.

MAUI aims to alleviate the burden on the limited energy resources of mobile devices

while fulfilling the increasing energy demands of mobile applications and services.

MAUI provides a disconnectivity mechanism that enables interrupted processes to

resume execution on the mobile device. However, MAUI requires source code annota-

tion by developers to mark which code can be executed remotely and which cannot.

MAUI uses such annotations to decide at runtime on the proper partitioning scheme.

2.6.3 Overcoming Limitations of Mobile Environments

Overcoming the resource limitations of mobile devices continues to be at the core

of the research interests for the realization of reliable and pervasive mobile services.

Several studies have focused on a specific limitation of mobile service provisioning

ranging from context-aware discovery perspectives to service adaptation and envi-

ronment context change. For example, performing the traditional semantic discovery
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approaches on a resource-constrained device might possibly fail or produce out-of-

memory/stack overflow errors due to insufficient resources. For such processes to fit

the constraints of mobile domains, highly optimized semantic reasoning approaches

are proposed [74, 126, 127] to fit the limited resources of mobile providers.

Since mobility and frequent environment changes characterize the provisioning

of mobile Web service, those that can adapt their behavior in response to dynamic

changes are highly preferable. Towards that, Maamar et al. [89] discuss the de-

velopment of capacity-driven Web services starting from the description, discovery,

composition, to the invocation of proper desired functions. Similar research on ser-

vices with different qualities to cope with environment context is presented in [128].

The authors named their approach “Service Differentiation” which aims to devel-

op/provide a single service with multiple variations instead of several independent

services.

Intermittent connectivity is another constraint that characterizes wireless net-

works, to which mobile service providers are hooked up to reach out to their cus-

tomers. Reliable service provisioning requires that services must be continuously

available and reachable. To tackle disconnected operations, an asynchronous service

execution framework is proposed [25, 114], where service requests and responses are

communicated in separate sessions. The response is dispatched to the terminal when

it’s ready via,for instance, the SMS protocol. An asynchronous protocol [66] not

only sustains interrupted operations but also accommodates long-lived Web services

[21, 22], i.e. prolonged execution time. Kim et al. [84] propose service migration

when the service reachability is poor and the provider experiences frequent connec-

tion loss. The migration is initiated by the provider or in response to a context change
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such as a link failure. They also propose a migration manager that selects the candi-

date new host based on a context-suitability function that comprises host capabilities

and service requirements. Although their framework supports only SOAP-based Web

services, the idea remains valid for RESTful services.

Service replication is another way to approach the service availability problem

in dynamic mobile environments due to the providers’ mobility, battery outage, or

environmental changes. A framework that supports Web service migration for achiev-

ing seamless provisioning is proposed in [84]. The migration takes place as per the

provider’s request or a change in the context information. Candidate hosts are chosen

from neighbor devices based on a suitability function. Sheng et al. [111] propose an

on-demand replication approach to reduce the risk of Web service unavailability under

large volumes of service requests. Their approach deploys services, on selected idle

hosts based on a multi-criteria utility function that takes into consideration service

requirements. The replication model calculates the number of required replicas to

maintain a predefined level of service availability.

Battery lifetime of mobile devices is another major challenge. Although bat-

tery technology is continuously advancing, services and mobile applications’ power

demands are also increasingly growing. The straightforward approach to conserve

battery energy is to let mobile applications and services execute partially on another

machine where energy consumption is of little or no concern [56, 70]. However, this

approach requires source code annotation and application profiling. In addition it

might not end up with the best partitioning strategy.

Despite current research efforts on facilitating mobile services, a holistic approach

that takes into account the specific features and limitations of mobile devices is still
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lacking.

2.6.4 Mobile Service Discovery

Service discovery spans multiple levels ranging from infrastructure service discovery

(e.g. physical resources such as printers) to application-level service discovery, where

end-users search for network functions that satisfy their objectives. The context is

an inter-layer concept integrated in all discovery levels [43]. The thesis is concerned

with service discovery at the application level. As such, we survey related efforts.

In mobile environments, dynamic context and resource constraints are key chal-

lenges to Web service discovery. Context information can help service discovery to

find services that best fit a particular context [27]. In addition, the association of

mobile devices with a particular user makes it possible to personalize services and

applications according to user needs. However, Web service description standards

lack robust models that can understand user preferences and context [67]. Garcia et

al. [67] propose an abstract expressive model for defining user preferences that can be

used to extend semantic Web service descriptions. This extension would enable Web

service discovery mechanisms to discover and rank Web services that better match

user preferences. From the same perspective, Yu et al. [142] propose to extend the

semantic service profile with context information that can be used for better service

matching. The focus of these research proposals is on context representation not

on improving service discovery using user context, to which our research pays more

attention.

Context-aware service discovery can benefit from various context information such

as location, device profile, and environment parameters [87]. Location information can
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be used in selecting location-based services [82], or for maintaining service offerings

based on their location [47]. Device profile (i.e. features) is important in mobile

service discovery, since mobile users discover and consume services from their mobile

devices. Discovery mechanisms need to be aware of the device capabilities in order to

find services that, in addition to satisfying the user objective, function properly within

the device constraints. MobiEureka [29] addresses this aspect with a device-aware

discovery mechanism that integrates the device capability into mobile Web service

discovery. MobiEureka ranks discovered services according to their fit to the device

features. In contrast with MobiEureka, the work presented in this thesis integrates

multiple types of context information to find services that fit such context collectively

and improve the quality of service discovery.

The other major challenge of service discovery in mobile environments is the re-

source constraints. The lack of resources does not allow for implementing advanced

discovery techniques that yield better results such as semantic approaches. Steller

et al. [124, 125, 126, 127] approach this problem by proposing optimized lightweight

semantic reasoning strategies for pervasive environments. They also propose an adap-

tive and incremental approach to deliver partial results from the reasoner during ex-

ecution should any changes in the current context occur. Gu et al. [74] also propose

a mobile framework to support ontology processing and reasoning for mobile devices.

Not only is the lack of computational resources challenging, but also the diverse and

small displays. This motivated Adipat et al. [20] to propose adaptive interfaces and

web content presentations for mobile devices.

Although there have been many research efforts related to particular aspects of
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discovery within heterogeneous mobile environments, little research has been con-

ducted to address personalized service discovery that fits user interests and current

context. The research presented in this thesis contributes a comprehensive frame-

work to be the foundation of cloud-based service discovery. The framework shifts the

burden of computations to the cloud and supports high reliability and scalability.

2.6.5 Performance of Mobile Services

Four different approaches have been proposed in the literature to tackle the perfor-

mance issue of mobile services.

• XML Compression: Compression of XML messages is one option to boost

the performance of mobile Web services [96, 129]. However, the performance

benefits that compression may bring are compromised by the decompression

overhead. Therefore, service developers need to trade off between bandwidth

and computing resources. Most of the proposed XML compression schemes

allow users to choose whether they prefer to receive XML messages compressed

or not.

• REST Design: The RESTful approach is another option to enhance the

performance of mobile services. Several studies investigated the performance

of SOAP-based and REST-based services within resource-constrained environ-

ments [23, 31, 76] and results show that RESTful Web services outperform

SOAP services.

• Partitioning: Typically the Web service execution environment encompasses

many components to facilitate the hosting and execution of services, such as
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a request listener, SOAP/XML engine, and encryption and decryption mod-

ules. Most of these components are computationally intensive. Deploying all

the required components on mobile devices is difficult due to their resource

constraints. Asif et al. [32, 33] propose a partitioning technique to execute

some of the Web service components on an intermediary node, called a surro-

gate node. Their basic idea is to build a distributed SOAP engine. A static

partition resides on the surrogate node and a mobile partition resides on the

mobile device, to improve the response time and scalability. However, Web ser-

vices must be developed with this concept in mind, where functions that can be

executed remotely are marked during the design time. It is worth noting that

this technique is a variation of the proxy-based architecture.

• Service Replication: Availability and reliability are major challenges for mo-

bile services due to the intermittent connectivity and limited host capability.

Service replication is another proposed option to improve the performance of

mobile services. Sheng et al. [112] present an approach for mobile service repli-

cation on idle potential providers. The primary service provider maintains a

ready-to-deploy (a bundle that contains all the necessary files) version of the

Web service for various mobile and desktop platforms. A Web service manager

constantly maintains a pool of potential service hosts and triggers replication

once a prespecified performance constraint is violated, such as response time or

concurrent invocation requests exceed a certain threshold.
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2.7 Open Research Issues

The distinct features of mobile services and the constraints of mobile devices intro-

duce a number of critical design challenges for efficient architectures. None of the

proposed architectures achieves a balance between performance and reliability. The

simplicity and scalability of the proxy-based architecture compromise its portability

and consistency. The robustness of the P2P architecture sacrifices its reliability. The

performance of the asymmetric approach falls short due to the resource limitations

on mobile devices as well as the possibility of intermittent connectivity.

Although significant steps have been taken towards the realization of reliable mo-

bile services, many challenges remain open. We highlight some of major challenges

that require further contributions.

• Architecture: Current architectures are basically adapted from the traditional

Web service approach. Rethinking the architecture would lead to better solu-

tions that, in addition to alleviating the burden on mobile resources, would offer

reliable services that serve the best interest of users and best fit the current

context. Such a robust architecture would promote the widespread adoption of

mobile services.

• Frameworks: SOAP/WSDL are the de facto standards used by Web services.

This framework poses challenges on resource-constrained environments due to

the verboseness of XML and its significant resource demands of parsing. Opti-

mizations made to accommodate the constraints of mobile environments often

compromise the performance. Efficient frameworks must be generic to fit the

various requirements of heterogeneous mobile platforms and device form factors.
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Therefore, a platform-independent framework for mobile services is absolutely

required.

• Context-awareness: Context information makes service personalization pos-

sible. Mobile services must take advantage of the association of mobile devices to

particular users to provide differential user experience. Previous contributions

tend to isolate context from preferences, which makes personalization incom-

plete, resulting in a poor user experience. Additionally, context information

such as device features, location, and user profile offers vast opportunities to

augment mobile services in terms of target publishing, discovery, and usage. Ef-

ficient models are desired in order to incorporate context information to mobile

services.

• Asynchronous Execution: Users cannot tolerate lengthy locking of their

terminals while executing mobile services. Limited bandwidth and intermittent

connectivity pose additional challenges to lengthy Web service processes. In ad-

dition, clients of mobile Web services may wish to chose to disconnect while the

service is executing and check back for results. Therefore, robust asynchronous

techniques are of high interest to the mobile Web service approach.

• User Feedback: Web 2.0 has enabled users to share their user experience with

others. Mobile users tend to trust the user-perceived quality of service more

than that claimed by service providers. Efficient utilization of user feedback

leverages the adoption of mobile services. Therefore, new approaches are re-

quired to efficiently handle users feedback and maintain reliable service ratings.

• Publishing Techniques: In mobile domains, centralized approaches are prone
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to failure due to limited resources and unreliable connections. In contrast, dis-

tributed publishing approaches entail much overhead in maintaining the consis-

tency of service registries. This raises a fundamental question, what is the best

way to publish services in mobile environments? Is location-based publishing

beneficial in reducing network traffic and latency or is functional-based publish-

ing is more appealing for mobile users? Is it possible and beneficial for mobile

network operators to favor local services, i.e. offered from inside their own

networks, at the expense of similar services offered outside? These questions

remain open and warrant further investigation.

• Discovery Mechanisms: With the adoption of mobile services, a significant

number of service offerings are expected. This will make the discovery of the

most relevant Web services to a certain user objective more challenging. Al-

though semantic approaches yield better results, their resource demands are

beyond what mobile devices can afford. Efficient discovery mechanisms, that

are capable of utilizing the various context information that mobile devices can

offer, are at the core of leveraging service personalization.

• User Interface: User-facing services, where users communicate with the ser-

vice on the fly, are on the rise. Services that offer flexible and user-friendly

interfaces would win the race. Developers have more options to develop appeal-

ing multimodal interfaces for mobile users, leveraging embedded capabilities of

mobile devices. Robust toolkits that build upon such features are highly desired

for the adoption of mobile services. The decision of whether to generate adap-

tive user interfaces during discovery or at the development time is a significant

research question in of itself, taking into consideration the constraints of both
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mobile devices and networks.

2.8 Summary

This chapter describes the state-of-the-art of mobile services, pointing out enabling

technologies and potential applications and bringing forward various challenges and

open research issues. Mobile service provisioning shifts the role of mobile devices from

only being consumers to offering data services. The mobile Web service paradigm has

emerged due to the successful coupling between the advancements in mobile device

manufacturing and the developments of wireless technologies. The chief advantage of

providing Web services from mobile devices is that both provider and consumer can

utilize the context information to personalize mobile services. Mobile services open up

a new set of mobile applications that promise advanced mobile computing paradigms,

differential user experience, and seamless data access across different platforms.

Mobile Web services may be designed following one of two approaches, SOAP-

based or REST-based. SOAP-based is an object oriented approach, where an op-

eration is the core component, while REST-based is a resource oriented approach,

where a resource is the main constituent. Although SOAP services are built on

rigid specifications, the RESTful approach has proven to be the better choice for

resource-constrained environments. Several architectures are proposed in the liter-

ature for mobile services including, proxy-based, P2P-based, and asymmetric archi-

tecture. Despite the fact that a proxy-based architecture can hide the limitations

of mobile devices, such a solution compromises the portability of service provision-

ing. Existing publishing and discovery mechanisms were originally developed for fixed

hosting and wired networks. However, mobile environments are dynamic and users
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constantly change their point of connection to the network. Efficient publishing and

discovery mechanisms that are capable of capturing the characteristics and accom-

modate the constraints of mobile environments are definitely required and crucial to

the widespread adoption of mobile services.

In conclusion, although significant steps have been taken towards the realization

of reliable mobile services, many research challenges remain open and need further

investigation.
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Chapter 3

Towards Personal Services

3.1 Introduction

This chapter presents personal services, an architecture that enables users to share

personal information while preserving privacy. Personal services are hosted on mobile

devices and the unique features of their host are used to change the way services

are designed and provisioned. Personal services face the same challenges as mobile

services, however, the scope of the personal services paradigm makes it less prone to

the resource limitations of mobile devices. Personal services are intended to offer a

range of user-centric data services to a limited set of consumers that are explicitly

authorized by the user providing the service. Personal services, therefore, do not

require the same level of power and resources as general mobile Web services and are

not required to be always available.

The privacy and security of personal information have been deemed, until recently,

at the lowest priority of businesses [85]. Lately, personal data and privacy preservation

have become a global concern. The user-centric nature of personal services means

that privacy is a key issue. The paradigm enables each user to play a pivotal role
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in controlling their privacy and their personal data communications. For example,

personal service providers may expose reports derived from raw data in contrast

to allowing access to the data itself. In addition, providers may allow access to

their personal information based on different levels of access privileges. A user may

categorize certain kinds of personal data as private and restrict access to this data

to close friends and family members. At the same time, other kinds of data may be

classified as public and made accessible to business partners or co-workers.

Personal services open up opportunities for users who wish to share personal in-

formation and functionalities, yet maintain full control over their personal data. Po-

tential domains include location-based applications, personal healthcare monitoring,

cooperative mobile learning, and personal social networking.

In this chapter we

• present personal services, which is an architecture for provisioning of user-centric

services using mobile devices.

• define the concept of cooperative service publishing and discovery for resource-

constrained environments. The architecture takes advantage of the user’s con-

tact list to advertise and discover services.

• demonstrate the feasibility and utility of personal services through the devel-

opment of a Smart contact List Management (SLiM) system, inspired by the

proposed architecture.

• perform extensive performance analysis to evaluate the overall performance of

personal services and to determine the overhead that personal services incur

on mobile nodes, whether as providers, or collaborators that help forwarding
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service communications.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 presents the

definition, distinguishing characteristics, architecture, and design of personal services.

Section 3.3 highlights the access control scheme used to protect access to personal

services. Section 3.4 shows a fully functional prototype to demonstrate the utility

of personal services. Performance evaluation and overhead analysis are discussed in

Section 3.5. Finally, Section 3.6 concludes the chapter.

3.2 Personal Services

3.2.1 Definition

Personal services are lightweight user-centric services hosted on resource-constrained

mobile devices. They offer personal and contextual information to a limited subset

of authorized users, in a given period of time, based on a user-defined access control

policy.

Formally, a personal service s exposes a set of methods (Web resources) M to a

list of users l ⊆ L, where L is the user’s contact list, L = {c1, c2, . . . , cn} and c is one

of the user’s contacts. Each Web resource m ∈ M has a set of access constrains Am

set by the mobile user (provider) P . Each contact ci has a set of credentials Rci . A

contact ci is granted access to a Web resource mj if Rci
match→ Amj

.

3.2.2 Distinguishing Characteristics

Personal services are direct descendants of mobile Web services [122] and as such, they

share both the advantages and constraints outlined in [63, 95]. There are, however,
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the following unique characteristics that give personal services advantages over mobile

Web services:

• Personal services are primarily offered to people in contact list L which implicitly

indicates that these services are accessed by a limited number of consumers.

Therefore, the resource constraints of mobile providers are less likely to impact

the quality of service provisioning.

• The personal service paradigm places the service provider at the core of the

service communications. Thus, the provider P is in full control of how data is

being accessed by others by selectively determining the access rights A for each

method m and the privileges R for each customer c.

• The aim of Personal services is to enable access to personal data. Such services

are offered at a best effort level of service with no guarantee of continuous avail-

ability. As such, providers and consumers may communicate with each other

whenever a reliable network connection is available. This voids the major chal-

lenge stemming from the intermittent connectivity that characterizes wireless

communications.

• The personal service paradigm takes advantage of the provider’s contact list

L to disseminate service announcements and requests with minimal resource

consumption at the provider’s side. Mobile users cooperate, using their own re-

sources, to extend the reachability of service providers to advertise their services

and expand the horizon for consumers to find better matches.
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Figure 3.1: The architecture of personal services

3.2.3 Personal Service Architecture

In this section we present the architecture for personal services, which is shown in

Figure 3.1. Personal services are deployed on mobile devices, where an embedded

lightweight Web server exists to provide the essential functionalities of HTTP-based

service communications. The mobile device user represents the service provider and

service consumers are direct or indirect contacts of the provider. The service provider

advertises personal services to the members of his/her contact list. The service ad-

vertisement determines whether recipients are allowed to forward it further to their
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local contact list. Similarly, the personal service discovery procedure sends discovery

requests to the members of the requester’s contact list, after checking its own local

directory. The discovery procedure looks up the required service(s) in the recipient’s

local service directory first, if such a directory exists, (step 1). If no match is found,

the discovery procedure forwards the request to people in the recipient’s contact list

(step 2), delegating the discovery task to them. Once a match is found, interactions

between the provider and the consumer are performed over a direct link.

While the personal service architecture is optimally designed for mobile devices,

there is no barrier preventing non-mobile based contacts from participating. The

contact list concept is generic and it may integrate contacts from multiple sources

(e.g., phonebook address, social circles or mailing lists), through which the provider

can reach a wide range of customers.

3.2.4 Service Directory

The standard Web service architecture uses a registry like UDDI [55] to support

service publication and discovery. The personal service paradigm adopts a distributed

service directory approach, where each mobile device manages its own offered services

and maintains references to services it knows about. From this perspective, there are

two categories of services: local services and remote services. Local services are hosted

and provided by the local system, whereas remote services are “active and running”

services hosted on other mobile devices. Maintaining a service directory is optional

for consumers or participants who collaborate to forward service announcements or

discovery requests. However, the more service directories exist in an overlay network,

the less time a discovery request may take to find matching services.
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Listing 3.1: The structure of the personal service Meta data profile fsi.

<?xml ve r s i on =”1.0” encoding=”ut f −8”?>

<WebService>

<contactID>id</ contactID>

<contactEndPoint>HTTP−address</ contactEndPoint>

<sID>s i d</sID>

<publ icat ionDepth>d</ publ icat ionDepth>

< t i t l e>t i t l e −s t r</ t i t l e>

<d e s c r i p t i o n>desc−s t r</ d e s c r i p t i o n>

<endPoint>HTTP−address</ endPoint>

<TTL>time</TTL>

</WebService>

The service directory records Meta data about services, which provides a summary

description of the service functionality and how consumers can reach the service

resources. Listing 3.1 shows the XML structure of the personal service Meta data

profile fsi. The sID represents a unique service ID, the publicationDepth determines

how far the service announcement can reach, the title is a string that holds the service

name and typically projects its core functionality, the description is a plain text that

explains the offered functionality, and endPoint is the service base URI. The title and

description attributes are used by the discovery process to match a user objective.

Therefore, the name and description should contain sufficient detail about the service

functionalities to permit successful service discovery. The endPoint attribute is used

to retrieve the service specification details. The endPoint address is in the form

of a Web service resource with the following generic format: http://device-URI/
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Table 3.1: The structure for the personal service directory.

Column Type Description
contactID int (PK) A system generated reference to the

provider (contact) that services belong to
contactEndPoint String The provider’s base Internet address
sID int Service ID
title String Service title
description String Service description
endPoint String A reference to the service description file
TTL int Time to Live
type int 0=local, 1=remote
status int 0=active (default), 1=inactive

service-root/metaProfile. Although some broadband network providers offer a

fixed IP address for mobile devices though which the device can be addressed, we

remark that Internet addressing is beyond the scope of this thesis. Nevertheless,

there is a number of research efforts on how to get a personal Uniform Resource

Identifier (URI) for mobile devices, viz. RFC6116 [5], which proposes a translation

of a telephone number into a URI using a special DNS record type.

Table 3.1 shows the table structure for the personal service directory. The sta-

tus determines whether a service is up and running or temporarily suspended. The

contactEndPoint attribute identifies the base Internet address at which the service

provider can be reached. This attribute also sets the URI address of two APIs:

contactEndpoint/registry/publish and contactEndPoint/registry/discover to

register and look up services, respectively.

Table 3.2 shows a full list of interfaces that the service directory exposes to handle

the basic directory operations.

Each personal service announcement is associated with a Time To Live (TTL)

parameter. The TTL determines the age of the announcement. Personal services
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Table 3.2: The essential service directory functionalities.

Functionality Return Purpose

add(contactID, sID, title, descrip-
tion, endPoint)

int adds a new service

update(contactID, sID, title, de-
scription, endPoint)

int updates an existing service

delete(contactID, sID) int deletes an existing service
get(contactID, sID) object retrieves a service information
getall(contactID) object gets all services belong to a provider
status(contactID, sID) int queries the status of a service
search(capabilities[]) object searches for services that match a list

of capabilities

must be re-announced before their respective TTL expires to remain valid. Providers

define the TTL for each service. The service directory removes services whose TTL is

expired. The personal service paradigm uses the TTL concept to control the validity

of the service announcement and maintain the consistency of distributed service di-

rectories. Personal service providers may temporarily suspend their services that are

likely to be re-offered in in future.

3.2.5 Personal Service Publication

Service discovery is a crucial component in a Web service architecture, especially in

heterogeneous mobile environments. Failure to find the services relevant to a user’s

objective renders the Web service approach useless. Limited resources on mobile

devices present unique challenges for service discovery [62]. The standard Web service

discovery approach has not been widely adopted [88] due to the limitations and lack

of robustness of the UDDI [62]. Therefore, providers usually resort to other methods

to publicize their services, for example, on their own websites.
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The personal service paradigm enables providers to selectively advertise their ser-

vices based on preauthorization. Figure 3.1 illustrates the publication procedure using

contact lists. Once a personal service is deployed on the mobile device, the publica-

tion procedure registers it with the local directory and sends a message containing

the Meta data profile of the service to members of the contact list, if applicable.

The provider controls the parameter d which represents the publication depth for

a particular service. If d is set to “0”, the service is only registered with the local

directory. If d > 0, the recipient of the announcement is allowed to forward it to

others. The depth controls how far a service announcement can reach. Recipients of

service announcements update the record of the associated service if it already exists

in the local directory and adds a new entry if the associated service(s) is new.

Algorithm 3.1 outlines the proposed publication mechanism for personal services.

The publication process is distributed and recursive in that providers can allow con-

tacts to propagate the publication of the service on their behalf using their own

resources. The publication depth d indicates how far the service provider wants the

advertisements to reach. The contact list L is initially set to the providers’ contact

list Lp. A contact ci receives the service advertisement, registers the associated ser-

vice in the local service directory sdir, reduces d by 1 and republishes the service to

its local contact list Lci . The publication stops when d reaches “0”.

3.2.6 Personal Service Discovery

Personal service discovery begins with a service request (SR). The service request

describes the required functionalities that fulfill a particular user objective in plain

text. A simple feature extraction approach can be applied [61] to identify the required
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Algorithm 3.1: Personal service publication.

Input: service Meta data profile fsi
Output: null

1 Function Publish(fsi)
2 Parse fsi
3 Set the provider P
4 Set the publication depth d
5 // start with the local contact list
6 L = Llocal
7 foreach contact ci in L do
8 // check if service already exists in the service directory sdir
9 if s exists in sdir then

10 update s
11 end
12 else
13 add s
14 end
15 // check if forwarding is allowed
16 if d > 0 then
17 d = d− 1
18 update d in fsi
19 //delegate publication to the contact
20 //distributed recursive call
21 Call Publish(fsi) //at the contact side

22 end
23 else
24 return null
25 end

26 end

functionalities (RF ) from a user request (SR) and to extract service capabilities (SC)

from the service description field description in the service Meta data profile fs. The

personal service paradigm uses keyword-based matching to reduce the resource con-

sumption of mobile devices. Although semantic discovery approaches yield better

results, they are computational-intensive and negatively impact the performance of

resource-constrained environments. Such approaches may be used if mobile devices
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receive support from a resource-rich computing infrastructure as we explain in Chap-

ter 5.

The discovery procedure applies Algorithm 3.2 to find services relevant to a dis-

covery request by matching the required functionalities with capabilities offered by

personal services. The discovery algorithm is distributed and recursive, where each

node initiates its own instance on local resources once it receives a discovery request.

Relevant services (RelS) are collected at the request originator and ranked according

to their similarity factor.

Algorithm 3.2: Personal service discovery.

Input: Web service request SR, discovery depth d
Output: set of relevant Web services RelS

1 Function Search(SR,d)
2 extract functionalities RF from SR
3 // search local service directory first
4 foreach s in sdir do
5 extract capabilities SC from descriptions
6 rank=match(RF ,SC)
7 add s to RelS indexed by rank

8 end
9 if RelS is null then

10 // check if deep search is allowed
11 if d > 0 then
12 d = d− 1
13 //delegate discovery to contacts
14 // using their own resources
15 L = Llocal
16 foreach contact ci in L do
17 //distributed recursive call
18 Call Search(SR, d) // at the contact side

19 end

20 end

21 end
22 return RelS
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The “match” function applies the formula in Equation 3.1 to match the required

functionalities with the offered capabilities.

match(RF, SC) =
M(rfi, scj)

LRF
(3.1)

where rf ∈ RF and sc ∈ SC, M(rf, sc) is the number of distinct matched pairs

between request functionalities RF and Web service capabilities SC, and LRF is the

total numbers of extracted functionalities from request SR.

The current discovery procedure assumes open access for discovery requests. The

discovery algorithm can be augmented to limit service discovery to only those who

have proper access rights. However, this is a direction for future research.

3.3 Service Access Control

Personal service providers need to control access to their offered services. Access

management schemes allow providers to selectively assign access rights to services

based on user privileges and provider-defined access policies. The personal service

paradigm builds its access control mechanism based on the centralized access control

scheme proposed by Machulak et al. [90]. Although, a sophisticated access control

mechanism is beyond the scope of this research, our proposed approach provides the

required fundamental functionality.

Figure 3.2 illustrates the architecture of the proposed access control mechanism.

Four entities interact together to establish control over access: a service provider (P),

a mobile device (H), an authentication manager (AM), and a user(U). The service

provider represents the service owner who sets and administers access policies. The

mobile device offers the hosting environment to protected services and enforces access
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Figure 3.2: The architecture of the proposed access control mechanism.

control decisions. The authentication manager manages the access control and acts

on behalf of the service provider. It evaluates the in-coming requests against relevant

access policies and makes access decisions whether to grant or deny access to protected

resources. Although this entity could be hosted in a separate location, in our design

it is located on the provider’s mobile device. The user represents the service requester

who is interested in the offered services. The user could be a person, or an application

acting on its behalf.
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3.3.1 Access Control Functionality

The access control scheme provides necessary functionality to protect personal services

from unauthorized access. To gain access to protected services, the user needs to

associate the request with a valid access token. Access is granted if the request has

a valid token. A request without a valid access token results in a response with an

unauthorized access message. This response includes Meta information about the

AM such as its URL where the user may seek a valid access token to the service of

interest. In what follows, we describe the basic functionalities offered by an AM.

Defining Access Control Policies

The service providers define access policies for their offered resources. Providers may

use simple rules or sophisticated policy structures to govern access to their online

resources. Polices could be generic or tightly coupled with services [19]. Policies

may require the user to reveal identity or verify the possession of certain attributes.

For example, physicians who wish to access the heath record of their patients either

submit their registration ID or are able to verify that they are the patient’s healthcare

provider. An access policy encompasses a set of rules and claims. A rule represents

a category of users and their associated access rights, where a claim represents an

attribute or a property that an authorized user must satisfy. The provider links

services with related access policies.

Requesting Access Tokens

Figure 3.3 illustrates the token acquisition procedure. Users send access requests to

personal services. Each request must be associated with a relevant access token to the
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requested service. If this token is missing or invalid, the service host dispatches an

access denial message with a URL referring to the AM. The user communicates with

the AM to obtain a valid access token. The user registers with the AM and provides

the necessary information or credentials. The AM evaluates the user’s credentials

against access polices and makes access decisions accordingly and provides the user

with a valid access token. This token could be valid for only the current request, or

for a certain period of time t, defined by the service provider per service session. The

AM may require the user to submit further claims before access is granted, such as

adhering to certain terms and conditions. The AM may request the consent of the

user to collect and verify user credentials in real-time.

Making Access Decisions

The AM makes access decisions by asserting the user’s credentials against access

policies of the requested service. It performs such evaluation using a simple access

control matching matrix or a policy engine that supports advanced policy handling

and composition mechanisms. According to the matching results, the AM may permit

access, deny access, or verify users.

Enforcing Access Decisions

Users present access tokens when submitting service requests. The service host (mo-

bile device) verifies with the AM whether or not the associated access token to a

request is valid. The request is granted or denied access based on the validation

result.
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Table 3.3: Personal service exposing a patient’s eHealth record.

Web Resource Description Access Policies

/serviceRoot/vitalSigns Fresh reading of vital
signs (ECG, SPO2, etc.)

(1)Dr. Barber, (2)Members of
Queen’s Family Health Team,
(3)Paramedic

/serviceRoot/

imagingReport/[list]

Display imaging report
by selecting form avail-
able list

(1), (2), (4)General Hos-
pital, (5) Imaging Center,
(6){Student of Queen’s Medical
School+ Claim 1 (I understand
that this information is confi-
dential and made available for
educational purposes. I hereby
undertake not to disclose all or
part of it to any unauthorized
person.)}

/serviceRoot/

summarySatus

A summary status about
the current health issues

(1), (2), (7)Wife, (8)Family
memeber

/serviceRoot/

onMedications

List of current medica-
tions

(1), (2), (3), (7)

/serviceRoot/

prescriptions/[list]

Display prescription
items, show a list of
available prescriptions
on a chronological order

(1), (7), (9)myPharmacy

3.3.2 Scenario

This scenario elaborates on the possible interactions between different entities during

a service access request. Adam (provider) maintains his own eHealth record on his

mobile device (host). Adam offers various Web service methods that provide access

to his eHealth record with various details as shown in Table 3.3. Adam protects such

personal information using an authentication manager running on his mobile device.

John (user) is a resident family physician working with the Queen’s Family Health

Team, which provides healthcare services to Adam. John sends a request to access

the latest status of Adam’s vital signs. John’s request is missing the appropriate
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access token, resulting in the following access denial message: Access denied, please

consult http://Adam’s-phone-domain-or-ip/AM. John presents to the AM at http:

//Adam’s-phone-domain-or-ip/AM a password with which the AM is able to verify

that John belongs to the Queen’s Family Health Team. The AM evaluates John’s

credentials against the relevant access policies and provides a valid access token.

John uses this token to resubmit the unsuccessful service request. Adam’s mobile

device verifies the request with the AM and responds with Adam’s current vital

signs. Interactions between the various entities communicating in this scenario are

shown in Figure 3.3.

3.4 SLIM: Smart Contact List Management

We demonstrate the feasibility and usefulness of personal services by implementing a

Smart Contact List Management (SLiM), a fully functional prototype that automates

the management of personal contact lists. This prototype shows mutual benefits for

both mobile users and their contacts. A user’s contact information is automatically

kept up-to-date, as long as the contacts are reachable online. This saves users both

time and effort from having to manually maintain their contact information.

Figure 3.4 illustrates the architecture of SLiM. For illustrative purposes, we show

a provider, Adam, who maintains his own profile and contact information on his

smartphone. Adam grants his contacts access to his profile and allows them to update

their records with his current information. If Adam’s friends offer a similar service,

Adam also can update his contact list. Adam authorizes John to search his contact

list for contact information of common friends.
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Figure 3.3: Typical interactions of a successful service request.

3.4.1 Contact List

Each mobile device user maintains a contact list of friends, family members, busi-

ness partners, etc. A typical contact record has two main categories of information:

contact-related information and user-related information. The contact-related cate-

gory includes information about the contact person (or entity), such as a name and

photo, and how the contact can be reached, such as a phone number, email, and

address. The user-related category describes the contact from the perspective of the
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Figure 3.4: A high level overview of the SLiM scenario.

mobile user based on personal preferences, such as the group to which this person

belongs, the user-assigned ringtone for this person, etc. Both categories are currently

entered and maintained manually by phone users.

SLiM aims to automate the maintenance of the contact-related information while

allowing the contact person (to whom this information belongs) full control of granting

access rights, perhaps with fine-grained control levels. This automatic management

of contact information might also open new opportunities to expand the contact

information with new entries or parameters that enable taking smart actions. For

example, adding time attributes to the phone entry would indicate that the person

desires to be reached at that phone number only during the associated time slots.

Such a feature renders automatic contact list management even more exciting.
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Table 3.4: Functionalities and methods exposed by the personal service.

Resource Relative resource address Purpose
Service Description /contactInfo/description Get the service description and specifica-

tions
Contact Info /contactInfo/details Get the complete contact info
Phone /contactInfo/details/phone Get the phone portion of the user contact
Email /contactInfo/details/email Get the email portion of the contact info
Search /contactInfo/search/[contactName,depth] Search for contacts

3.4.2 Implementation Details

A personal service, contactInfo, is developed using the Python programming lan-

guage in compliance with the “RESTful” principals to provide the core functionalities

of SLiM. The choice of Python is motivated by the fact that the standard Python

library comes with a lightweight Web server that can provide essential HTTP func-

tionalities. The Python-based REST Framework Web.py [6] is used to handle the

low-level details of Web service development such as protocols, sockets, and process

management.

The contactInfo is deployed on Adam’s Samsung Galaxy II I9100 smartphone

(Dual-core 1.2 GHz Cortex-A9, 1 GB RAM). The phone runs a rooted Android

4.0.4 platform [7] and is connected to a WiFi network. Table 3.4 shows the basic

methods and functionalities exposed by contactInfo, pertaining to Adam’s contact

details. Each method represents a Web resource that can be accessed through a

unique identifier (URI) by authorized users. The generic format of the resource

identifier is http://root-address/service-name/resource-name/[parameters].

The root-address is Adam’s phone IP address or domain name (contactEndPoint),

service-name is the given name of the personal service, and the resource-name

refers to a specific service resource/functionality.

The current version of SLiM focuses on personal service provisioning, excluding
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discovery aspects. However, the search functionality that SLiM presents is very similar

to the process of personal service discovery. SLiM uses the contact list attribute

Internet call, which is an existing entry in Android’s contact information dedicated

to hold the contact SIP address for Internet call, to hold the contactEndPoint. We

envisage that the contactEndPoint could be added as a dedicated entry to the contact

information in mainstream releases of future mobile platforms.

SLiM sets the publication depth d to “1” to limit the service announcement to

the members of Adam’s contact list. The publication procedure registers the service

with Adam’s local directory through the API http://172.1.6.36:8080/registry/

publish and informs all Adam’s contacts of the existence of contactInfo.

In our implementation, the Web service offers different representations of the same

service response, namely, XML, JSON and HTML using mimerender [8], which is a

Python library for RESTful resource representation using MIME Media-Types. We

set the XML format as the default representation when no HTTP “Accept” header

is identified. Therefore, when a Web service resource is called, an XML-formatted

response is dispatched to the HTTP request handler’s result. Other formats (HTML,

JSON) are created for testing purposes such that the Web service can be invoked via

a mobile or a standard web browser (i.e. customer application) and the response is

dispatched in HTML format.

The service directory is implemented using SQLite [9], which is the Android default

Database engine. The built-in package android.database handles general database

operations, while android.database.sqlite contains classes specific to SQLite [9].

A user interface (UI) for SLiM is developed on an Android platform using the An-

droid SDK [10]. SLiM an member of the contact list is an active participant if its
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contactEndPoint is active, whether offering personal service or just taking advantage

of receiving automatic updates from contacts about changes in their information.

Figure 3.5b shows a screenshot of the UI, in which contacts with a SLiM icon (to

their right) are active participants. The Android contacts API android.provider.

ContactsContract [11] is used to handle basic contact operations, insert, update,

delete, and Query. When a new contact is to be inserted, the underlying Android

system handles the insertion and checks to see if there is an existing contact rep-

resenting the same person (or entity). If a match is found, then the system gets

the contact’s CONTACT ID and adds the new contact information. Otherwise, a new

contact record is created.

3.4.3 Prototype Validation

We have carried out a number of experiments to validate the operation of SLiM

in order to ensure that it functions as expected. In the first test scenario, Adam

changes his contact information (in particular, his phone number and email address)

on his smartphone. Adam sets access policies so that family members are granted

full access, while business partners can access only public information, such as email

address. John, a caregiver, opens up his contact list and taps the SLiM icon right

after Adam’s name. Adam’s contact information is automatically updated on John’s

end, given that John fulfills access requirements or has been preauthorized by Adam,

as shown in Figure 3.5c.

The second test case examines the operation of the search function offered by

SLiM. Adam exposes a functionality that enables his contacts to search his contact

list for friends in common. John is looking for Mike’s contact information. John sends
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Figure 3.5: SLiM test case scenarios.

Adam a Web service request to look up Mike’s contact information. The service re-

quest has the form http://172.1.6.36:8080/contactInfo/search/Mike,1, where

search is the method name, Mike is the search term, and “1” is the search depth (d).

The depth being set to 1 means that John does not authorize Adam to forward this

request any further. Utilizing the comma-separated approach in passing parameters

to the HTTP request is merely an implementation issue.

Figure 3.5d shows the service response presenting the search results obtained from

Adam’s contact list. The service request is sent only to Adam. Our current imple-

mentation to the search function presents the results with a contact name, photo,

city, and phone, if the person shares his/her information. Otherwise, the system

only presents the contact name and conceals all other information. Each row of the

presented results is linked to the corresponding contactEndPoint that the requester
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can use to retrieve the contact information. When the requester clicks on the contact

name, it sends a service request to that person to retrieve the contact information.

3.5 Performance Analysis

This section studies the performance of personal services in general. The publication

and discovery algorithms are implemented in Python. We run these experiments

on two mobile devices whose configurations are mentioned earlier, one represents

Adam and the other represents John. The mobile system consumes a power unit

pc = 0.9 watt/second for computing and pt = 1.3 watt/second for sending or receiving

data over a wireless WiFi link. At each device we generated a pool of contacts

containing 500 records. Each contact is a structure record that contains basic contact

information, such as name, phone, email, and most importantly contactEndPoint,

by which the contact can be reached. We set the contactEndPoint parameter to

point to a unique IP address; however, two records register the real IP addresses of

the two test devices. This is set out to study the impact of the depth d on publication

and discovery procedures. When a mobile device receives a service announcement or

a discovery request, it picks up a random set of contacts ranging from 50 to 500

contacts to create an ad-hoc random contact list. This setup means that whenever

d > 0, the two devices keeps forwarding the current request to each other until d = 0.

Each device maintains a local service directory containing 50 service entries. The two

devices communicate over a WiFi link with a Round Trip Time (RTT) = 17 ms and

a data bandwidth B = 12.4 MB/Sec. We run each experiment 10 times and take the

average readings of execution time, overall response time, CPU usage, and length of

contact lists.
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Figure 3.6: The execution time of the publication procedure on local resources

3.5.1 Single Level Publication

This experiment investigates the time that the publication procedure takes to an-

nounce a service to local resources. The provider first registers the service with the

local directory, which takes on average 225 ms to insert a new record into the directory

database. Then, the provider traverses through the contact list and sends an asyn-

chronous message with the service(s) announcement to each participating contact.

This message contains the service Meta data profile with an average length of 1.5 KB

per service. Although we announce a single service, the message may contain multiple

service announcements, say X, which would increase the size by X multiples. Figure

3.6 shows the execution time of the publication procedure on local mobile resources.

The publication execution time is dependent on the length of the contact list. The
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Figure 3.7: Total publication time versus a varying number of depth levels d.

more contacts in the list, the more time the publication procedure takes to finish.

However, such a time is less than 1.5 seconds for a list of 500 contacts. The pro-

cedure does not verify whether the contact successfully received the announcement,

which is left to the underlying transport protocol. This explains why the publication

local execution time is independent of the network latency between communicating

parties.

3.5.2 Multi Level Publication

This experiment evaluates the total execution time of multi level service publication,

beginning when a provider originates a service advertisement until all contacts at

a certain d level are informed. We measure the elapsed publication time versus a
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varying depth 0 ≤ d ≤ 10. Whenever a device receives a service advertisement, it

picks up a random set of contacts ranging from 50 to 500 contacts to create an ad-hoc

random contact list, ensuring that at least one contact referring to the other device

is picked up. This setup means that a device services a single request at a time. The

mobile device only registers the service into the local directory when d = 0. When

d > 0, it also forwards the announcement to all participating contacts. Our setup

of contacts makes the two devices alternate searching at each level further of d and

processes only a single request at each round. To calculate the number of informed

contacts, we add up all contacts in the contact tree whose root begins at the source

of the service announcement, assuming that contacts within the same round (or d

level) disseminate the announcement in parallel using their own resources.

Figure 3.7 shows the elapsed publication time, the earliest advertisement time,

and the number of informed contacts versus a varying number of depth levels d. The

elapsed time represents the overall accumulated time until all contacts in a respective

level are informed. The earliest advertisement time represents the earliest time at

which a contact from the respective level can be informed. The total number of

informed contacts indicates the aggregated number of contacts that are informed

by the end of each level. A mobile device needs around 0.225 seconds to register

an announcement into the local directory. In this experiment, we send a separate

announcement message for each contact. It takes 3.51 seconds to serve a contact list

of 300 members on average. It also takes around 28 seconds to inform more than

half million participants in 10 levels. Despite the fact that this number is not strictly

accurate in practice, as we assume a fixed length of contact list at each level and some

contacts might be duplicate, the numbers give a deep insight about the significant
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Table 3.5: Detailed results of personal service publication procedure.

Deth(d) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Elap. Pub.
Time

0.23 3.51 6.325 8.82 11.915 14.69 17.275 19.43 22.055 24.96 28.095

Earliest
Ad. Time

0.23 0.46 0.695 0.93 1.165 1.4 1.635 1.87 2.105 2.34 2.575

Pub.
Time/level

0.19 3.29 2.815 2.495 3.095 2.775 2.585 2.155 2.625 2.905 3.135

Length of
Contact list

1 306 259 227 287 255 236 193 240 268 291

# of In-
formed
Contacts

1 307 79561 138354 203503 276688 336868 382416 428736 493056 571044
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Figure 3.8: Total discovery time versus a varying number of depth levels d.

number a request can reach as the depth progresses further. Table 3.5 provides more

details about this experiment.
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3.5.3 Multi Level Discovery

This experiment is similar to the previous one except that it investigates the total

discovery time and how many contacts are searched with each level of depth allowed by

d. The setup is also the same, however, the random generation of contact lists yields

lists of different lengths. The mobile device searches only the local directory when d =

0 and forwards the discovery request when d > 0. At each level, participants search in

parallel their local directories. The service matchmaking algorithm is keyword-based,

matching the keywords of the request with the keywords of service description.

Figure 3.8 shows the elapsed discovery time, the minimum response time, and the

number of inspected contacts versus a varying number of depth levels d. The elapsed

time represents the overall accumulated time until all contacts in a respective level

are inspected. The minimum response time represents the minimum time at which

a response can be received at each level, i.e. a match found at the first contacted

participant. The total number of inspected contacts indicates the aggregated number

of searched contacts by the end of each level. The relative difference between the

elapsed time and the minimum response time represents the time window in which

a response can be received at each level. We observe at the zero level (d = 0),

where the requester searches only the local directory of 50 entries in our case, the

overall discovery time is almost 2.5 second. Whereas at the first level (d = 1),

the requester investigates 286 contacts, each searches its own local directory, within

around 8 seconds, noting that the request travels from the requester to each contact

in 17 milliseconds, on average. We also observe that the number of inspected contacts

increases exponentially with each additional level. For example, at level 5 the total

number of searched contacts exceeds 183,000. Table 3.6 shows the fine-grain details
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Table 3.6: Detailed results of investigating the total discovery time.

Deth(d) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Elap. Disc.
Time

2.5 5.91 10.68 15.8 20.8 25.59 30.83 35.94 41.44 46.65 51.72

Min. Resp.
Time

2.5 3.06 5.62 8.18 10.74 13.3 15.86 18.42 20.98 23.54 26.1

Exec.
Time/level

2.5 5.41 4.77 5.12 5 4.79 5.24 5.11 5.5 5.21 5.07

Length of
Contact list

1 286 222 257 245 224 269 256 295 266 252

# of in-
spected
Contacts

1 287 63779 120833 183798 238678 298934 367798 443318 521788 588820

of the results of this experiment.

3.5.4 Overhead on Local Resources

This experiment investigates the overhead that the personal service functionalities

incur on mobile nodes, whether forwarding or processing requests. We record the

CPU usage and the overall execution time for both publication and discovery, under

a varying stress load, ranging from 1 to 200 simultaneous requests. We also calculate

the energy consumption as a function of the execution time and data transfer as the

following:

E = T × pc +
D

BW
× pt (3.2)

where E is the total energy consumption of a mobile node, T is the total CPU

time of the node, pc is the power consumption unit of computation, pt is the power

consumption unit of data transfer, and BW is the link bandwidth. In this experiment,

we change the contactEndPoint attribute for all contacts in our pool to point one

of the two devices. Each device picks up contacts with a contactEndPoint referring

to the other device. This setup creates a synthesized load of concurrent requests, in

this cases originating from the same source. Therefore, each device receives multiple
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Figure 3.9: overall execution time for discovery and publication requests versus a
varying number of concurrent requests.

concurrent requests, whether for discovery or advertisements.

Figure 3.9 shows the overall execution time for discovery and publication requests

versus a varying number of concurrent requests. We observe that publication is

typically faster than discovery. This difference is due to the matchmaking process

that each node performs against its local service directory to fulfill the discovery

request. This process in itself is computational-intensive, especially if the search

corpus is large. We also observe that as the load increases, the rate at which the

discovery time increases is greater than the rate of increase in publication time. The

figure shows that the time to handle 200 concurrent advertisement requests is almost

3.8 times the time to process only one request, whereas it takes around 4.7 times in a
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Figure 3.10: CPU usage versus a varying load.

similar discovery scenario. It is worth spending this time, if necessary, to communicate

request to more than 600,000 nodes.

Figure 3.10 shows the percentage of CPU usage versus a varying load. The CPU

usage in general is lower in publication in contrast to similar discovery scenarios.

The extra overhead again is attributed to searching the local directory for services

that match the current discovery request. The experimental results reveal that a

mobile device may dedicate almost 40% and 17% of its CPU capacity to handle

200 concurrent discovery and advertisements requests, respectively. While 17% CPU

usage could be tolerable in the case of publication, on a non-continuous basis, we

believe that mobile users may not be able to afford offering half of their computational

resources to process and forward discovery requests on behalf of others. Therefore,
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Figure 3.11: Energy consumption profile of the publication and discovery procedures.

mobile users may define particular consumption thresholds to their mobile resources,

by which devices determine whether to accept or reject requests. It is even possible

that users may choose to temporarily opt out from participation based on preferences

or status of their resources.

Figure 3.11 illustrates the energy consumption profile of the publication and dis-

covery procedures of personal services. The results reveal a major challenge for devices

in meeting the energy needs of this processing. Although the energy consumption of

serving discovery requests is higher than the requirements of similar publication re-

quests, both energy requirements are significantly high. This might drain the mobile

device battery very quickly, which may cause a negative impact on other functional-

ity. The core problem stems from sending multiple messages with the same content
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to a group of recipients on an individual basis. This means that each contact receives

a unicast message with the respective request. This problem could be approached by

sending a single message to a group of different recipients using multicasting tech-

niques. However, this is a direction for future research.

According to the overhead that personal services may place on mobile nodes,

users may configure certain thresholds and constraints, based on which the system

can make participation decisions. For example, when resources are low, users could

opt-out from participation, or when the consumption of certain resource exceeds a

certain threshold, all upcoming requests are rejected. We also anticipate that there

would be some sort of incentives or business models that encourage users to participate

in such collaborative computing paradigms.

3.6 Summary

This chapter introduced personal services, a user-centric Web service architecture

hosted on mobile devices. The personal services architecture takes advantage of the

provider’s contact list to announce service existence and discovery requests. Contact

list members cooperate to disseminate service advertisement and discovery requests, if

needed, using their own resources. The motivation of proposing such an architecture

is twofold: overcoming the barriers of mobile service provisioning on resource-limited

mobile devices and placing users at the core of controlling their personal data.

A prototype is developed to demonstrate the usability of the personal service ar-

chitecture, and to depict how different tasks of personal service provisioning can be

performed. The implementation of the prototype does not cover all the proposed as-

pects of the personal service architecture, but it provides some insights into the major
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functionality. The opportunities made possible by the development of such a proto-

type, and validation scenarios, have made mobile devices an increasingly attractive

platform for every-day life tasks. We carried out extensive performance evaluation

for the main activities of the personal service paradigm as well as evaluated the over-

head it incurs on local resources of participating nodes. Experimental results show

that requests can reach a huge number of contacts within a relatively short time.

Experiments also show that the energy requirements of such a paradigm could be

discouraging for users with low battery level.

In conclusion, the personal service paradigm lays the foundation of a new Web

service architecture for mobile devices that would expand the horizon of mobile ap-

plications and their domains. It enables users to share personal information, while

maintaining full control over privacy. We believe that this paradigm will reshape

the way many applications are currently offered such as social networking and public

participatory sensing.
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Chapter 4

Empowering Mobile Service Provisioning

4.1 Introduction

Mobile devices have become the most convenient and ubiquitous computing platform

for online services, providing an anywhere anytime computing paradigm. Accord-

ing to the latest Mobile FactBook released by PortioResearch [12], the global mobile

customer base exceeded 6.5 billion subscribers in the beginning of 2013, which repre-

sents 87% of the world’s current population. Additionally, 1.5 billion subscribers have

broadband access to Internet services. These numbers are continuously increasing,

especially with the public growing interest in broadband connectivity. These facts

highlight the significant potential market for mobile services and applications.

In efforts to reach a large number of users, there has been recently a growing

interest from business enterprises and government public sectors to offer their services

to mobile users. This trend is supported by the movement of giant software vendors

such as IBM and Amazon to facilitate mobile service. Simultaneously, users are

becoming more interested in sharing information the moment it happens through

their mobile devices.
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The range of services that involve mobile devices providing data are on the rise,

ranging from entertainment services, such as online social gaming and networking, to

crowdsourcing, such as collaborative participatory sensing as well as services that can

be offered on the fly, such as video streaming of a current event. However, the rich

functionalities that such applications offer increasingly demand resources beyond the

capabilities of inherently resource-constrained devices. Such lack of resource match-

ing places limitations on the type of functionality and services that can be offered,

restraining users from taking full advantage of their mobility passion. Cloud comput-

ing, therefore, offers the possibility to unleash the full potential of mobile devices to

provide reliable data services.

The elastic resource provisioning of cloud computing promises to bridge the gap

between the limited resources of mobile devices and the growing resource demands of

mobile services through offloading resource-intensive tasks. However, offloading such

tasks does not always guarantee performance improvements. For example, offloading

might entail large data transfer between the cloud and the mobile device, which

compromises the potential performance benefits and incurs higher latency. In some

other cases the mobile device may not afford the energy requirements for such data

transfer. In fact, the user might prefer to lower the bar of latency constraints to favor

energy savings that might be needed for critical applications. Thus, the decision on

when to offload the execution of Web resources to the cloud becomes a critical issue

to the overall performance of mobile Web services.

We present a distributed mobile Web service provisioning framework that reduces

the burden on mobile resources through the offloading of resource-intensive processes.

The framework takes advantage of cloud computing to bridge the gap between the
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limited resources of mobile environments and the growing resource demands of mo-

bile service provisioning. An offloading decision model is proposed to determine

whether or not remote execution of a resource request brings performance improve-

ments. Based on this model the mobile service execution environment selects the best

execution plan to resolve a service request according to the context of the requested

Web resource and current network conditions.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 gives a brief

distinction between Web services and mobile applications from the offloading per-

spective. Section 4.3 presents the proposed cloud-assisted mobile service architec-

ture. Implementation details and experimental validations are given in Section 4.4

and Section 4.5, respectively. Section 4.6 presents the performance evaluation and

offers a comprehensive discussion. Section 4.7 concludes the chapter.

4.2 Mobile Services vs. Applications: A partitioning perspective

Partitioning mobile applications between the mobile device and cloud computing

saves scarce mobile resources, while leveraging the performance of mobile applications

[52, 56, 70]. Several research efforts have contributed mechanisms and algorithms on

how to optimally split an application to achieve a specific objective, such as saving en-

ergy or bandwidth, or to execute within a particular time. In contrast, Web services

are self-contained and self-described to support interoperability between heteroge-

neous platforms with standard interfaces. Web service internal operations (in SOAP

these are called methods while in RESTful Web services, they are called resources) are

typically loosely-coupled, which means they are, in most cases, independent of each

other. Bonds between these operations are weak, if they exist at all. Hence, a user
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request may invoke a particular method that independently performs the required

functionality. In such a case, partitioning the execution of a single service operation

is unlikely to bring performance benefits. This results in executing independent ser-

vice operations entirely on a single side. Therefore, our proposed framework pays

little attention to partitioning of single operation execution. However, in cases where

the execution encompasses multiple functionality, the framework offers offloading of

functionality that does not require access to local resources.

4.3 Cloud-assisted Mobile Service Architecture

The proposed cloud-assisted mobile service architecture involves four key entities: a

user, a mobile device, a cloud, and a data provider, as shown in Figure 4.1. The

user represents the service consumer. The mobile device represents a mobile service

provider and acts as the integration point where service execution plans are generated

and decisions regarding offloading are made. The cloud is the supporting computing

infrastructure that the mobile provider uses to offload resource-intensive tasks. Web

service operations might involve third-party data processing during the execution of

the service functionality, such as weather information or navigation databases. In

such cases, data could be fetched from a data storage provider.

In this architecture, the user sends the service request to the mobile provider. The

mobile provider decides on the best execution plan and whether offloading is bene-

ficial. The cloud offers elastic resource provisioning on demand to mobile providers.

The mobile provider may collect the execution results from the cloud and generate a

proper response for the user. It is also possible that the provider may delegate the

cloud to forward the response directly to the user, given that no further processing is
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Figure 4.1: An abstract view of cloud-assisted mobile Web service architecture.

required at the mobile side.

The proposed framework encompasses the following major components: Request/Re-

sponse Handler, Context Manager, Profiler, Execution Planner, Service Execution

Engine, and Offloading Decision Module. Figure 4.2 depicts an abstract view of the

overall framework architecture. The functionality of each component is discussed in

the following with the major focus being the offloading decision module.
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Figure 4.2: An abstract view of cloud-assisted mobile Web service architecture.

4.3.1 Request/Response Handler

The Request/Response Handler plays the role of a multiplexer, distinguishing between

SOAP requests and RESTful requests as well as differentiating between Web service

and content access requests. The handler forwards the latter directly to the Web

server whereas the former is sent to the service Execution Engine for processing.

SOAP/XML service requests are handled by the SOAP Manager before they are sent

to the Web server, whereas HTTP requests for Web services are analyzed directly

by a servlet that selects the appropriate Web service operation to respond to these
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requests based on the class and method annotations.

4.3.2 Profiler

This component is responsible for analyzing the characteristics of various Web service

operations, deployed on the mobile device, in the form of a resource consumption

profile that includes the required CPU cycles, memory size, data exchange, potential

data transfer, and interactions with local resources. A Web service may include

multiple operations. Each operation can be invoked separately, possibly many times,

and perform its functionality independently. The profiler treats each operation as a

stand alone function. The profiler runs Web service operations offline to measure the

required resources in terms of CPU cycles, memory, data transfer, and access to local

physical resources. We instrument these operations to identify dependency and inter-

relations between one another. The profiler then generates a resource consumption

profile for each Web service with a separate section for each operation as shown in

Listing 4.1. More details about different types of profilers and profiling strategies can

be found in [52, 56].

The planner module uses the information in the consumption profile to gener-

ate possible execution plans. The offloading decision module uses the execution

plans along with the context information collected by the context manager to select

the best execution strategy for a specific Web service operation (method) request.
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Listing 4.1: A snippet of a resource consumption profile

<?xml ver s ion =”1.0” encoding=”UTF−8”?>

<rd f :RDF

xmlns : rd f=” http ://www. w3 . org /1999/02/22− rdf−syntax−ns#”

xmlns : env=” http ://www. example . sample/ p r o f i l e#”>

<rd f : De s c r ip t i on

rd f : about=” http :// s e r v i c e−root / s e r v i c e−name? wsdl ”>

<env : serviceName>name</env : serviceName>

</ rd f : Des c r ip t i on>

<rd f : ope ra t i on

rd f : about=” http ://www. example . sample/ p r o f i l e ”>

<env : u r i>http :// s e r v i c e−roor / Blur</env : u r i>

<env : cpu>16</env : cpu>

<env : memory>16 .2</env : memory>

<env : l ene rgy>1 .92</env : energy>

<env : dependancy>None</env : dependancy>

</ rd f : r e s ou r c e>

<rd f : ope ra t i on

rd f : about=” http ://www. example . sample/ p r o f i l e ”>

<env : u r i>http :// s e r v i c e−roor /Blend</env : u r i>

<env : cpu>106</env : cpu>

<env : memory>19 .1</env : memory>

<env : energy>2 .63</env : energy>

<env : dependancy>None</env : dependancy>

</ rd f : r e s ou r c e>

.

.

.

</ rd f :RDF>
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4.3.3 Context Manager

The context manager gathers information about the link quality between different

entities and available bandwidth. It also monitors resource availability on the mobile

provider side, including CPU utilization, available memory, remaining battery life,

and running applications. The context information and Web service consumption

profiles are used by the offloading decision model to calculate the optimal execution

plan that fits the device constraints and user preferences.

4.3.4 Execution Planner

The execution planner determines the various possible execution plans for each Web

operation based on available information about each operation and the behavior pro-

file generated from the profiler. Each operation can be executed in a variety of differ-

ent ways. Possible execution plans are generated based on the sources of involved data

objects, interactions between such data and other local resources, and the execution

environment. Options include local execution, remote execution or combinations of

the two. Service developers may specify that particular operations are to be strictly

executed on mobile devices due to security reasons or privacy concerns such as the

case when a provider wishes to ensure full privacy of its customers’ information. Al-

though current service description standards do not support such a feature, a recent

initiative has been proposed [77] on how to include such requirements in the service

description. Execution plans are generated offline to reduce the resource contention

overhead at runtime.

The planner starts with the possibility of performing the execution locally on the

mobile device, where the device acquires all the required data for processing and sends
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back a response to the user. If there are no specific requirements for local resource

access, the planner generates a plan consisting entirely of remote processing. When

the remote processing option is considered, the planner checks the possibility whether

the response can be sent to the user from the remote location directly. The framework

supports this feature, given that no processing is required at the mobile side. This

reduces the communication and the consumption of mobile resources and improves

the overall response time. If the provider does not want to share the customer’s infor-

mation, the possibility that the cloud forwards the response to users is no longer valid,

regardless of potential performance benefits. If the required operation encompasses

independent functions that can be performed separately, further plans of partitioning

are considered. Several partitioning strategies are discussed in [52, 56, 70].

A plan evaluation is performed at runtime once an invocation request is received

at the mobile provider’s side. Since the churn of Web services is low, these evaluations

are stored for a short time tp in case the mobile provider receives multiple requests for

the same operations within a short interval. It’s uncommon that network conditions (

bandwidth BW in particular) fluctuate too much between high and low values within

a short period of time to make such evaluations invalid. The framework allows service

providers to specify the tp based on preferences and empirical experience. Execution

plans may involve local, remote, or hybrid execution through partitioning.

4.3.5 Service Execution Engine

Our architecture adopts the concept of distributed service execution, where services

could be executed on either the mobile device, the cloud or both. The service execu-

tion engine resides on the mobile device with a supporting remote execution module
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at the cloud side. The control of the service execution remains at the mobile device.

The execution engine at the mobile provider may delegate the execution of a service

partially or entirely on the cloud based on the recommendation of the offloading de-

cision module. Based on such a recommendation, the execution of a service might

involve data transfer between the two parts of the execution engine.

4.3.6 Offloading Decision Module

The offloading decision model provides the service execution engine with the best

option to resolve a Web service request based on the possible execution plans of the

target operation and runtime context information.

The framework handles mobile Web services at the granularity of individual Web

service operations, which are considered as the basic unit of computation that a service

request may target. Assume that an operation requires c computing instructions, m

memory space, and amount of energy e to execute. The speed of the mobile device

is M (instructions/second), and S is the speed of a cloud host server. The execution

of a Web service operation may involve communications between some or all of the

entities shown in Figure 4.2, where B is the link bandwidth and din and dout are the

data size exchanged between two entities, respectively. The mobile system consumes

power (in watts), pc for computing, pi while idle, and pt for transmitting data (sending

or receiving). Although, in practice, sending data entails more energy consumption

than receiving, for the purpose of this analysis, our model considers them identical.

The overall response is calculated by the generic formula shown in Eq. (4.1) as

follows:

RT =
Cm
M

+
Cc
S

+
n∑
j=1

dinj
+ doutj
Bj

+ tα (4.1)
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The equation encompasses three main terms. The first and second terms represent

the execution time on mobile device and the cloud, respectively, where Cm is the

execution cycles carried out by mobile device, n is the number of links in a plan,

Cc is the execution cycles carried by cloud, and C = Cm + Cc. The third term

indicates the data transmission time between the various involving entities and tα

represents any extra time required to build stubs or proxies in order to handle remote

execution. The maximum possible links between all entities is n = 5, however, n

varies according the active links in a particular execution plan. For example, if only

the mobile provider and a user are solely communicating throughout the course of the

Web service execution, then n = 1, indicating the link between the user and mobile

device, Cm = C, and Cc = 0 indicates that no execution occurs on the cloud. The

cloud server speed S can be expressed as a multiple of M where S = f ×M . Eq.

(4.1) can then be rewritten as follows.

RT =
1

M
×
(
Cm +

Cc
f

)
+

n∑
j=1

dinj
+ doutj
Bj

+ tα (4.2)

Similarly, the generic formula that calculates the energy consumption at the mobile

provider’s side is calculated by Eq. (4.3). Although this is a rough estimation of the

energy consumption, the model don’t have to be accurate and needs only to reflect

relative values among various plans in order to select the appropriate one.

E =
Cm
M
× pc +

Cc
f ×M

× pi +
n∑
j=1

dinj
+ doutj
Bj

× pt (4.3)

The decision on whether to execute the Web service operations locally must ensure

that available resources of the mobile device satisfy the following constraints:
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1. m < mavail −mcr

2. e < eavail − ecr

where mavail indicates the available memory on the mobile device, eavail indicates

the remaining battery level, and both mcr and ecr are user-defined parameters based

on preferences and context. Such user-defined preferences are set to accommodate

any special requirements, such as securing sufficient resources to maintain proper

functionality of critical applications. The framework enables users to dynamically

change these parameters according to their context.

Algorithm 4.1 illustrates the plan selection procedure for a particular Web service

operation. The procedure excludes plans that do not stratify local resource constrains.

It returns the plan that yields the least response time.

Algorithm 4.1: Plan Selection Procedure.

Input: Web service operation O,
set of execution plans P ,
set of context attributes list Cont = {din[], dout[], B[], C,M, pc, pt,mavail, eavail}
user-defined constraints mcr, ecr
Output: selected execution plan p

1 Function selectPlan(O, list Cont,mcr, ecr)
2 initialize list P = {} //list of valid plans

3 foreach p in P do
4 calculate RT , Eq. (4.2)
5 calculate E, Eq. (4.3)
6 p = [RT,E]
7 calculate m //aggregated local memory requirement

8 if m < mavail −mcr and E < eavail − ecr then
9 list P .append(p) //if only p satisfies local resource

constraints
10 end

11 end
12 order list P by RT ascending //sort the results

13 return list P [1] //select p with the least response time
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4.4 Implementation Details

We implemented our validation prototype in Python. Python comes with a lightweight

embedded HTTP server that is suitable for resource-constrained hosts, as well as

many libraries that facilitate Web service developments and deployments. We have

developed a RESTful Web service that exposes multiple functionality as Web ser-

vice methods, each operation is represented with a unique URI in the form of http:

//base-address[host]/service-root/method-name. This Web service provides

some image processing functionality ranging from low to high computational-intensity

with various data transfer requirements , specifically Blur, Blend, Steganography, and

Tag. The Blur operation blurs all identifiable objects in a certain image. The Blend

operation blends two images gradually from left to right so that the left edge is

purely from the first image and the right edge is purely from the second image. The

Steganography operation implements a steganographic method to hide a text mes-

sage inside an image. The Tag operation labels identifiable objects that appear in

an image taken by the device embedded camera. This image is then flagged with the

current location and the Tag operation matches objects appear in the image, such as

governmental buildings, tourist attractions, public services, business facilities, etc.,

with stored objects and tags them. This operation is known as augmented reality

and is a resource-intensive process.

The Web service is deployed on a Samsung I9100 Galaxy II (Dual-core 1.2 GHz

Cortex-A9, 1 GB RAM) with a rooted Android 4.0.4 platform, connected to a WiFi

network and is 3G-enabled. According to these specifications, M = 2400 MHz, pc =

0.9, pi = 0.3, and pt = 1.3 all in Watts per second. The cloud side is represented by an

Amazon EC2 virtual machine of the type ’t1.large’ with an EC2 pre-configured image
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(AMI) of ’Ubuntu Server 12.04 LTS, 64 bit’. We placed one image and the message-

to-hide on the mobile device. Another image is placed on the cloud. The tagging

information database is hosted on a third-party data storage provider. This data

placement allows us to test a variety of execution plans of various service requests.

Table 4.1 illustrates the experimental setup, indicating where resources are located.

We perform the experiments over a variety of wireless links with various levels of link

quality between the mobile device, the client, data storage provider and the cloud.

Table 4.1: Summary of the experimental data placement.

Data Size Location

Message to hide 150 KB Mobile Device
Image 1 1.79 MB Mobile Device
Image 2 1.84 MB Cloud
Tagging Database 17 MB Storage Provider

According to this setup and based on data placements, possible execution plans

for the Web service operations are shown in Table 4.2, where U represents the user,

M denotes Mobile, C denotes the cloud, and D indicates the data provider. For

example, P1 executes the required operation locally on the mobile resources, while

P2 and P3 offload the execution to the cloud. However, in P3 the mobile provider

delegates the cloud to dispatch the response to the user directly, whenever applicable.

Although P3 and P6 are technically feasible, they raise a number of security concerns,

such as IP spoofing. Not all plans are applicable for all operations, for example, P4

and P5 are applicable only for the Tag operation, where a third party data provider

is involved in the processing. The arrows show the data transfer direction. In these

experiments, we assume that communications between different parties is carried out

in an asynchronous mode [66] to overcome and possibility of wireless link failures.
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Table 4.2: Possible execution plans for the offered Web service operations.

Plan Exec. Location Exec. Sequence
P1 M U →M → U
P2 C U →M → C →M → U
P3 C U →M → C → U
P4 M U →M → D →M → U
P5 M&C U →M → C → D → C →M → U
P6 M&C U →M → C → D → C → U

In our prototype, the profiler component uses several python libraries to analyze

the behaviour of Web service operations and to generate a behaviour and resource

consumption profile for each operation. Guppy-PE [13] is a python library and pro-

gramming environment that provides memory sizing, profiling and analysis. It also

includes a heap analysis toolset for memory related debugging. Guppy-PE provides

the inter-function relations and shows the count of function calls. We also found that

the Memory Profiler [14] python library is efficient in the line-by-line analysis of mem-

ory consumption. Memory Profiler exposes a number of APIs, such as memory usage,

that can be used by a third-party code to monitor the memory consumption. The

cProfile [15] module is a built-in function that provides deterministic profiling for

the CPU consumption of python programs, from which our profiler determines the

number of CPU cycles required for the execution of Web service operations. Table

4.3 shows the resource consumption of the various exposed operations by our Web

service.

The Context Manager uses Iperf [16] to monitor the link quality between different

communicating entities. Iperf is a tool that measures the bandwidth performance of

network links. Unfortunately, there is no accurate tool or commercial instrument

that can measure the power consumption per instruction or individual processes. To
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Table 4.3: Resource consumptions of the various exposed operations.

Operation CPU Time(m/c) Mem. Usage (MB)
Blur 85/16 16.262
Blend 106/24 19.141
Steganography 146/40 12.363
Tag 4867/1236 54.253

date, the Android platform does not offer much with regard to energy consumption,

but internal battery monitoring on a time-based level [17]. There are some recent

research efforts towards this direction [49, 107, 141], but none of these efforts has

offered a library accessible in the public domain yet. For rough estimations about

power consumption per Android process, we use the Android open source project,

PowerProfile [18]. However, the power consumption estimate in our prototype is

based solely on computations. The context manager monitors the remaining battery

power and keeps track of the consumption profile of other running applications. At the

time a service request is received, the framework ensures that the energy constraint

would not be violated by executing the service request whether locally or remotely

on the cloud. However, preferences are given to energy efficient execution plans.

Otherwise, the request is rejected.

4.5 Experimental Validation

In our experiments, processing is performed either on the mobile device or in the

cloud. Required data for processing may be located at any of the three locations,

mobile device, cloud, and data storage provider. According to the required process

and where the data is located, our mathematical model determines the best option

to process the operation request based on the current context information and device
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resource constraints. Options include moving required data to the device or offload-

ing the processing to the cloud with any required data from the device, the data

storage, or both. To validate the model recommendation, we experimentally try all

possible execution plans for a specific operation request and measure the end-to-end

response time and energy consumption. The end-to-end response time includes com-

munication, processing, and any overhead time to establish a network connection or

generate remote execution proxies. Our expectation is that the experimental results

should provide a strong backup of the model recommended option. In the normal

practice, the mobile Web service execution environment uses the model to decide on

the appropriate execution plan of a particular service request.

Table 4.4 shows an example of the actual average response time in contrast with

the estimated response time and energy consumption of the various Web service oper-

ations. Values are calculated based on the particular parameters shown in Figure 4.3

and the recommended execution plan by our model for each operation is underlined.

Although there is a marginal difference between the actual response time and the

estimated values, the offloading decision module is able to select the plan that the

yields a better response time while satisfying the resource constraints. We attribute

this difference to the overhead time of generating proxies and stubs for remote execu-

tion as well as the delay incurred by the internal process of Web servers. In addition,

the advanced CPU technologies such as SpeedStep, Hyper-Threading, Pipelining, and

Overclocking might also contribute to the deviation of the imperial values from cal-

culated values with a certain offset. A system-specific calibration can capture such

an offset and add it to the equation to make calculations accurate. However, esti-

mates don’t have to be strictly accurate since our model only needs to project relative
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Figure 4.3: An illustrative scenario where the mobile provider and the user communi-
cate through a fast WiFi link, while the user can reach the cloud through
a wired network connection.

differences among plans in order to select the proper one.

4.6 Experimental Results and Discussions

The performance of the framework varies significantly according to the several param-

eters including the data location, the link quality between different communicating

entities and the selected execution plan. The context manager plays an important
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Table 4.4: Actual response time in contrast with the estimated response time and
energy consumption of the various Web service operations. Values are
calculated based on the particular parameters shown in Figure 4.3.

Operation Exec. Plan Actual Res. Time Estimated
Res. time Energy

Blur P1 2205.39 2067.64 1.92
P2 2074.27 2000.78 2.46
P3 1131.78 1102.33 1.29

Blend P1 2775.38 2556.58 2.63
P2 1954.23 1737.74 2.16
P3 1011.74 946.29 1.13

Steganography P1 2276.73 2138.98 1.98
P2 2177.38 1983.50 2.42
P3 1234.87 1122.04 1.30

Tag P4 12778.92 11142.56 10.68
P5 2743.08 1964.33 2.06
P6 2076.07 1510.62 1.47

role through real time monitoring of resource consumption and network conditions

on which the framework dynamically bases the choice of the the optimal execution

plan. The experiments are performed under three different network conditions and

settings: 1) the mobile device provider is connected through a WiFi link with an aver-

age RTT = 17ms while the client is wire connected, 2) both the mobile provider and

the client are connected through a slow WiFi connectivity with an average RTT=35

ms, and 3) both the provider and the client are connected over 3G with an average

RTT = 280ms. In all settings the data service provider is linked to the cloud through

a high speed interconnect with available bandwidth = 250.7 MB/s.

Figure 4.4 shows the mean response time of the Blur operation with the possible

execution plans in the three different settings. In this operation, the required data is

located on the mobile device, which in our case has a little lower processing capability

in contrast with the selected cloud server. This relatively small difference in processing
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Figure 4.4: The mean response time of the
Blur operation.
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Figure 4.5: The mean response time of the
Blend operation.
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Figure 4.6: The mean response time of the
Steganography operation.
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Figure 4.7: The mean response time of the
Tag operation.

capability between the mobile provider and the cloud does not give the cloud an

edge for non-computational intensive processes, especially when communications take

place over a low speed link. For the Blur operation request, only plan P3 with the

case of high speed WiFi link (1st setup) brings performance improvements. The

difference between P3 and both P2 and P1 captures the speedup opportunity that

the cloud offers due to computational offloading. The experimental results reveal

that P3 always yields better results than P2, while P1 might be a better choice when

large data transfer is required, especially over slow interconnects. The Steganography

operation demonstrates a similar behavior to the Blur request and is shown in Figure
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4.6. Since all the required data is available at the mobile provider and the operation

is not computationally intensive, local execution proves to be more efficient except

when data transfer is very fast, where offloading with P3 results in a faster response

time and a lower energy consumption.

Figure 4.5 illustrates the results of executing a blend operation request under

the different settings. The execution of this service operation entails the transfer of

one image to the other side, where processing occurs. In this case, offloading the

computation to the cloud and allowing the cloud to dispatch the response to the user

is always better. However, offloading achieves more than 3x overall speedup with high

WiFi connectivity. We also observe that the P3 is the most energy efficient execution

plan for the mobile provider.

The image tagging operation entails a large amount of data transfer from the data

storage provider as well as the operation itself is computational-intensive. Resolving

such a service request on a resource-constrained mobile provider significantly strains

the limited resources and results in a high latency as shown in Figure 4.7. Offload-

ing such a request to the cloud improves the overall response time with orders of

magnitude. For example, P6 achieves 6.1x, 5.5x and 4.6x speedup with settings 1, 2

and 3, respectively. The significant improvement can be attributed to the high speed

interconnect between the cloud and the third-party data provider. In practice, the

third-party data is most likely hosted on the cloud, which makes offloading a more vi-

able option. The tagging operation also is an example of distributed execution, where

part of the operation is performed on the mobile side, which is relating the image to

a current user location, while the object recognition and labeling are performed on

the cloud side.
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The results highlight two main observations. First, offloading to the cloud does

not always guarantee better performance, especially when the process requires high

data transfer over a low speed link. Second, offloading yields better performance

when the cloud forwards the response to the user directly and is responsible for

collecting the necessary data from the data cloud provider. The results also show

that the option with the least response time is not always the choice of our model.

For example, when the energy constraint that is set by the user could be compromised,

the response time becomes of less concern. In fact, the user might resort to raising

the critical energy threshold to secure sufficient energy for essential functionality or

temporally important applications, such as health care monitoring when the user

is experiencing critical health conditions, or if the user is running a mobile-based

navigation application while traveling. It is also worth noticing that P2 results in

significant energy consumption due to high data transfer requirements back and forth

to the cloud.

4.7 Summary

This chapter presented a distributed mobile Web service provisioning framework. The

objective is to augment the capabilities of mobile devices to become reliable service

providers. The framework relies on a distributed service execution engine and a dy-

namic offloading technique. Tasks that need to access local resources are executed on

the mobile provider, while the rest could be offloaded to the cloud execution engine,

if no constraints on remote execution exist. The framework includes a profiler and

an execution planner. The profiler characterizes the offered Web service operations

and generates resource consumption profiles. The execution planner investigates all
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possible execution plans based on locations of required data and current context in-

formation. The service execution engine evaluates these plans and selects the best

resource-efficient plan that, in addition to satisfying the resource constraints, yields

better performance and lower latency. We developed a prototype to validate the essen-

tial functionality of the framework and study the performance aspects. Experimental

results demonstrate that the proposed cloud-assisted service provisioning framework

offers significant latency improvements and less energy consumption at the mobile

provider’s side.
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Chapter 5

Cloud-based Mobile Web Service Discovery

5.1 Introduction

The Web services approach is a key enabler of seamless integration between hetero-

geneous applications and software systems. Web services also can be consumed by

users on the fly, given that a user-friendly interface is available that enables users

to efficiently communicate with Web services. User-facing Web services are on the

rise due to the proliferation of mobile devices and the advancements in ubiquitous

wireless communications. RESTful Web services are capable of communicating with

both applications and users via dispatching the appropriate service response to the

type of service request. For example, if the request is sent by an application, an XML

or JSON-formatted response is dispatched to the application, where a response with

HTML format is sent to requests by Web browsers (i.e. users).

The successful implementation of Web services starts with finding relevant ser-

vices that best accomplish a particular objective and are appropriate for the current

context [43]. Thus, efficient discovery mechanisms for finding, ranking, and selecting

the appropriate Web services are crucial to the success of adopting the Web services
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approach. However, due to the lack of such robust discovery techniques that under-

stand the user preferences and context, Web services have failed to match the Web’s

growth.

Mobile environments present even more unique challenges for service discovery

due to the intrinsic limitations of wireless network technologies and the limited re-

sources of mobile devices, despite the advanced features and capabilities of the new

generations of smartphones and high-end mobile devices (e.g., laptops and tablets).

Researchers over the past few years have focused on optimizing specific aspects of

current Web service discovery approaches in isolation [27, 43, 126] or overcoming in-

dividual limitations (such as intermittent connectivity) [25, 114] to fit the inherent

constraints and dynamic context of mobile domains. However, the lack of a com-

prehensive understanding of both user context, and the various constraints of mobile

environments, renders most of these approaches incapable of efficient and reliable

discovery in mobile scenarios.

From another perspective, Web service discovery is commonly recognized as a

resource-intensive process [127], which naturally contradicts the resource limitations

of mobile devices. In addition, semantic Web service approaches, which typically

yield better results, add significantly to the resource requirements. As such, cloud

computing is a candidate to bridge the gap between the resource-constrained environ-

ment and resource-intensive Web service discovery. It opens up new opportunities for

mobile devices to efficiently perform service discovery, while substantially reducing

their resource consumption. Cloud computing not only bootstraps the performance of

service discovery in mobile environments, but also removes development constraints

by expanding the horizon with more options to apply sophisticated techniques that
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can result in better service discovery.

While significant research has focused on service discovery protocols to address

constraints stemming from mobile environments, they mostly lack the capacity to

holistically address the different limitations and user needs. This chapter introduces

DaaS (i.e. Discovery as a service), a holistic discovery framework that addresses

various aspects of efficient context-aware mobile Web service discovery.

In this chapter we

• provide a comprehensive requirements analysis for mobile Web service discovery

in resource-constrained environments.

• introduce the concept of “Discovery as a service (DaaS)”, i.e. Web service dis-

covery as a cloud-based service. We demonstrate the viability of our framework

with a use case and a proof-of a-concept implementation.

• integrate user preferences and context into service discovery to find services that

best fit the user needs.

• present analytical models to calculate the relevance of candidate services to a

particular aggregated context.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 points out

the limitations current mobile service discovery mechanisms, determines the essential

requirements for efficient discovery in mobile environments, and identifies how the

cloud can bootstrap service discovery. Section 5.3 describes the proposed framework

and relevant research efforts that may be potentially applied for each component.

In Section 5.4 we present a use-case scenario to illustrate how the proposed frame-

work can be applied. The framework functionality is validated in Section 5.5 and a
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performance evaluation is presented in Section 5.6. Finally, Section 5.7 draws the

concluding remarks of the chapter.

5.2 Mobile Service Discovery

5.2.1 Limitations of Current Discovery Mechanisms

Notwithstanding the research efforts that have focused on Web service discovery,

many limitations with respect to mobile environments remain, including the following:

• Current approaches lack agile architectures that can guarantee robustness and

scalability.

• User experience and satisfaction, user preferences, and device features and ca-

pabilities are important factors that must be incorporated into Web service

discovery in mobile environments. A few proposals provide limited considera-

tion to these factors. They tend to focus on either user preferences or mobile

capabilities and ignore environment context and the network status.

• Current approaches do not take into account resource-constrained providers

that may exist in mobile domains. These providers have limited resources to,

for example, perform semantic matchmaking quickly and efficiently.

• In wireless networks, providers and customers communicate over wireless chan-

nels where signal quality is variable. Existing discovery mechanisms are unable

to identify Web services that are able to promptly respond and appropriately

adapt to such context change.
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• In a mobile environment, selecting services that are located in physical proxim-

ity, perhaps belonging to the same home network, for instance, can considerably

reduce network traffic and, as a result, reduce costs. Identifying services that

provide this selection priority is not currently supported by existing approaches.

• Keyword-based service discovery is ineffective in retrieving the most relevant

services to a specific request, while semantic-based discovery is resource inten-

sive and not affordable by resource-constrained environments. This gap has to

be bridged either through lightweight semantic reasoners or shifting such heavy

processes into a resource-rich computing environment.

5.2.2 Requirement Analysis of Mobile Web Service Discovery

Service discovery is a crucial component in Web services, especially in heterogeneous

mobile environments. The process must be efficient and rapid to cope with the

extremely dynamic nature of mobile domains. To ensure that service discovery in

mobile domains is properly functioning, it must satisfy the following requirements:

1. Mobile devices frequently change their point of attachment to the network or

engage in a vertical handover across different wireless access technologies. In

mobile service provisioning scenarios, where service providers could be mobile,

services may become stale or inaccessible due to changes in binding informa-

tion. Therefore, efficient service discovery should fulfill two fundamental re-

quirements. First, it should ensure that the discovered services are active and

not outdated. Second, the discovery process should remain running to support

seamless provisioning, in case the selected service becomes unreachable while

executing. In such a case, the service discovery either searches for an alternative
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access to the same service (e.g., uses mobile networks if a WiFi connection is

lost) or re-selects the next candidate from the retrieved services.

2. With the existing diversity of mobile device form factors, capabilities and mobile

platforms, and the limitations of wireless networks, devices may support limited

operations from those currently offered by Web services. Discovery mechanisms

should ensure that discovered (or selected) services are compatible with the

device capabilities. In addition, service discovery schemes should be able to

assign higher priority to services with multiple capacities that can adapt their

behaviour to fit certain constraints (e.g., Bandwidth and transmission rate), yet

perform efficiently.

3. Location-based services are common and popular in mobile service scenarios,

since users are typically on the move. Service providers and service consumers

may offer or request location-based services, respectively. In such scenarios,

robust service discovery should cater for the demand of service consumers by

supporting location-dependant discovery upon request.

4. Typically, mobile devices are associated with context information and users

who usually have preferences. One of the chief benefits of mobile services is

the enabling of personalized services provisioning that takes into account the

user preferences and context information. Service discovery in such cases must

incorporate the user profile and context information in ranking and selecting

Web services.

5. Semantic Web service discovery approaches present a significant challenge in

mobile domains, despite the fact that they typically yield better results. The
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discovery of semantic Web services requires a heavyweight matchmaking process

due to semantic reasoning, which can not be supported by resource-constrained

devices. Therefore, efficient discovery mechanisms require either highly opti-

mized semantic reasoners to fit mobile capabilities or a way to offload resource-

intensive tasks to resource-rich environments, such as the cloud.

6. Service composition is another alternative to fulfil a service request if no atomic

service match exists. Service discovery schemes should be able to break down

the request into primitive sub-tasks, if possible, and fulfil each sub-task sepa-

rately before integrating them together to satisfy the original objective. How-

ever, service composition adds another level of burden on resource-constrained

devices.

5.2.3 What can the cloud offer?

Cloud computing removes the boundaries of computing resources. It is able to aug-

ment the limited resources of mobile environments by offering remote access to com-

puting resources over the network. The benefits that cloud computing may bring to

mobile service discovery are summarized as follows.

• Offloading the resource-intensive processes of the service discovery onto the

cloud enhances the overall response time and reduces battery consumption.

• Cloud computing improves service availability, reliability, and quality of service.

• The cloud supports elastic resource provisioning, where resources can be scaled

up and down efficiently on demand to satisfy dynamic resource requirements.
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Figure 5.1: WS-Discovery as a service.

• The cloud enables mobile Web service discovery to apply advanced discovery al-

gorithms (such semantic matchmaking), while maintaining reasonable response

time.

Taking advantage of the cloud, mobile Web service discovery can be provided as a

cloud-based service. From the user’s perspective, DaaS can look like a native mobile

application similar to other cloud-based mobile applications such as Google Gmail

for Android or iPhone.

Figure 5.1 shows a high level overview of the DaaS framework. Customers submit

service requests to the cloud, which handles these requests and finds relevant Web

services that fulfill the request. Providers may inform the cloud of their valid Web

service description endpoints, for immediate consideration. The cloud in turn creates

local corresponding symbolic links for these Web service description endpoints in order

to be used for discovery purposes. DaaS also clusters these services into functionally

similar groups to reduce the search space and help efficient discovery.
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5.3 DaaS: Cloud-based Discovery Framework

Based on the limitations of existing discovery mechanisms and the requirement anal-

ysis of successful mobile Web services discovery presented above, we propose a cloud-

based framework for mobile Web service discovery for resource-constrained and mobile

environments. DaaS has two man objectives: 1) pushing the resource-intensive pro-

cesses of service discovery to the cloud in order to save the already scarce mobile

resources, 2) incorporating the user preferences and context in mobile Web service

discovery.

Figure 5.2 illustrates the essential DaaS components to perform effective Web

service discovery in mobile environments. Components are depicted in layers to in-

dicate where components are to be deployed. The customer layer encompasses the

components that reside on the customer side, and the provider layer contains the

components that run at the provider side. The cloud layer shows the components

that run on the cloud, where resource availability and power consumption are not a

concern.

To overcome the challenges that stem from the UDDI approach (especially service

registration and de-registration), DaaS requires providers to advertise services they

offer in a local service directory. Then, a Web service search engine [28, 30] crawls

services offered by different providers and maintains a cloud-based service repository.

Web services are further classified into functionally related clusters to reduce the

response time and achieve efficient matching [61].
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Figure 5.2: An overview of the service discovery framework DaaS.

5.3.1 Customer Layer

Service Request

Service Request is a multimodal mobile user interface that enables end-users to submit

Web service requests that express their specific objectives. The request is submitted
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in a plain text that describes the user’s objective. Mobile users usually have limited

input capabilities, which are unsuitable for a formatted service request or a formal

service description language (i.e. in semantic services). Therefore, plain text fits well

for the service request within mobile device constraints. Further analysis of the user

input is done by the Service Request Handler to extract keywords and meaningful

information. These keywords are used in keyword-based matching. In case of semantic

matching, they can be used to construct a formatted service request.

Context Manager

The Context Manager is responsible for collecting user environment context using

mobile device embedded sensors and capabilities. It also handles the user preferences.

Such context information is used to rank relevant Web services according to their best

fit into such context. Context Manager also monitors available networks and their

status.

5.3.2 Cloud Layer

This layer contains the components that are deployed on the cloud where computa-

tional resources and power consumption are of less concern.

Request Handler

The Request Handler performs advanced processing operations on the user request.

It extracts keywords from the user request using text analytics techniques. These

keywords are used to perform keyword-based service matching, or format the service
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request to match the different possible service description languages (WSDL, OWL-

S, WSMO, WSDL-S, etc.), according to the available services in the cloud service

repository. Since this component is deployed on the cloud, semantic reasoning, which

represents a big challenge if performed on resource constrained environments, can be

accommodated in the cloud layer. Service discovery, therefore, can benefit from the

full potential that semantic reasoning and ontology-based matchmaking can bring to

the discovery process.

Request Analyzer

The Request Analyser mainly gets involved when no atomic services are found sat-

isfying the request objective. In other words, DaaS presents two levels of service

discovery. Level 1: The service request is matched first with atomic services that to-

tally satisfy the user’s objective. Level 2: If no relevant services are found, the Request

Analyzer breaks down the request into primitive subtasks ST = {st1, st2, ..., stn}, if

possible, and satisfies each subtask separately. Breaking down the request (in col-

laboration with the Service Composer) may follow one of two approaches: 1) Start

with the request inputs to get the request outputs with exact or partial matches [42],

2) Find services that have exact matches with subtasks, i.e. the matchmaking algo-

rithm yields an EXACT or SUBSUMES match between the subtask inputs/outputs

and the relevant service inputs/outputs. EXACT match means that all the subtask

inputs and outputs match exactly with the service input and output parameters. A

SUBSUMES match means that all the subtask inputs and outputs are subsets of the

service input and output parameters, respectively.
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Service Composer

The Service Composer in DaaS is responsible for the orchestration process and gener-

ating composition plans for atomic Web services that satisfy the individual primitive

subtasks, and together fulfill the original service request. Resolving users’ requests

via composite services (when applicable) meets requirement #6. Bhuvaneswari et

al. [42] propose a framework for semantic Web service composition in mobile en-

vironments. Their framework converts WSDL files into OWL-S specifications and

generates a service profile for the request. Then, it performs a semantic reasoning

between the advertised service profile and the request service profile. The composer

then generates composition plans and stores them in a plan repository in the cloud.

Search/Matchmaking

The Search/Matchmaking module matches the functionalities described in the re-

quest and the capabilities offered by Web services. For non-semantic Web services,

i.e. described by WSDL files, the matching between the request and Web services

is keyword-based and uses information retrieval techniques [69]. In this case, the

Web services are characterized by sets of keywords extracted from the description

files. These keywords are used to index Web services and later matched with key-

words extracted from the user request [115]. Semantically described Web services

are discovered using high level matchmaking approaches. The most popular semantic

discovery methods are OWL-S based and WSMO based approaches, which use the

information provided in the service profile and domain ontologies to match the user’s

requested functionalities [98].

Conducting the reasoning process on a resource-constrained device might possibly
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fail or produce out-of-memory/stack overflow errors due to insufficient resources. Al-

though researchers have made proposals to address these limitations, DaaS employs

the cloud to remove these boundaries and opens the possibilities of performing the

matchmaking process efficiently. This opportunity meets requirement #5 for effective

discovery mentioned earlier. Algorithm 5.1 illustrates an abstract process flow of a

request matching in DaaS. The functions Match, Split, and Compose are out of the

scope of this research.

Algorithm 5.1: Request Matching Algorithm

Input: Service request SR
Output: a set of relevant services S

1 Function ReqMatch(SR)
2 //search for atomic services first,
3 //trying to fulfill the whole request with a single service
4 S=Match(SR)
5 if S isNull then
6 //split the request into primitive objectives
7 //(subtasks ST )
8 ST=Split(SR)
9 //match each subtask separately

10 //collect services in an intermediate container
11 Initialize Sintr
12 foreach st in ST do
13 Sintr= Sintr+Match(st)
14 end
15 if Sintr !isNull then
16 //generate & evaluate composition plans
17 S=Compose(Sintr)

18 end

19 end
20 return S
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Relevant Services List

This is the list of services that match a user request. The list contains either atomic

services or composite services that satisfy the user objectives. Services in this list are

ranked based on their absolute relevancy to the user objectives. Although this list

contains services that are relevant to the user request, some of them might not satisfy

the user preferences or fit current context. Therefore, DaaS matches these services

further against user preferences and context in order to improve the user experience.

Context Management

DaaS uses four types of context information to rank the list of relevant Web services

(if found), namely user preferences, device profile, environment context,

and user ratings. Incorporating this context information in mobile service discov-

ery fulfils requirements #2,3,and 4.

User preferences: User preferences are not part of the Web service descriptions,

which implies that retrieved services may satisfy a user’s request, but may not be quite

relevant to the user’s preferences (requirement #4). User preferences are typically

descriptive and strongly tied with the situation or service functionality. For example

a customer might say ”I prefer, or ”require”, restaurants that accept credit card

payments”. User preferences, however, lack a highly expressive model that can fit

well and be adopted in Web service description and discovery. Towards this end,

DaaS requires users to express their preferences in standalone files (.usr). This file

remains on the user’s mobile device. Users can express their preferences using an

interactive interface that implements an approach similar to the one proposed by

Garćıa et al. [67].
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Table 5.1: Sample attributes of device-specific features.

# Device Features
1 Browser (name, vendor, version, · · · )
2 SoftwarePlatform (vendor, model, · · · )
3 ScreenSize (width, length)
4 DisplayChar (width, height)
5 InputType
6 SupportsColor
7 SupportsCallback
8 SupportsCSS
9 NFCSupport
...

...

Device profile: The objective of incorporating the device profile information

with the Web service discovery process is to ensure the compatibility of the discov-

ered/selected service with the device constraints. In this regard, Al-Masri et al. [29],

develop a device-aware service discovery mechanism that is capable of selecting Web

services that function properly within the mobile device constraints. The mechanism

takes advantage of HTTP sessions to collect device information and store it at the

server side. This information is compared later with the requirements that are set by

the providers to rank services according to their fit to the device constraints (require-

ment #2). The solution is limited to services that are with the authors’ proposed

extension, “WSDL-M”, to the standard WSDL definition [50] in order to include

the required device-specific features. DaaS adopts the approach of describing the

“required” and recommended “to-have” features in mobile devices in a separate file

(.mbl) for the same reasons mentioned earlier. Table 5.1 contains a non-exclusive list

of sample attributes that might characterize the mobile device behaviour [72].

Environment Context: In wireless networks, the environment context may change
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frequently during the execution of the Web service as mobile consumers and/or

providers may be on the move. Such changes might substantially impact the per-

formance of service provisioning in mobile environments, in contrast with traditional

Web service provisioning. The objective of integrating the environment context into

service discovery is to ensure that services run properly given these environment con-

ditions/parameters. DaaS requires providers to identify the minimum and preferred

values of parameters for reliable operation in a standalone file (.env). This file is to

be associated with the other service description files. While at the customer side, the

Context Manager collects all the environment information to better assess the cus-

tomer’s environment status. The Service Ranking module employs the information in

this file and that collected at the customer side to rank the relevant services. Accord-

ingly, the discovery process may realize that the requester is able to execute limited

functionalities of particular services and so rank them accordingly (requirement #2).

Exploiting environment context also opens the opportunity of supporting services

of multiple capacity, which are services that can adapt their behaviour to the current

environment. In such a case, a discovery mechanism assigns higher priority to ser-

vices with multiple capacities (requirement #2). Consequently, the service execution

platform/architecture should support the appropriate mechanisms for assessing the

environment status at runtime so that services with multiple capacities would be able

to promptly respond to the environment changes. Environment context also includes

location information, which can be used to enhance the service provisioning according

to the user’s location (requirement #3). For example, providing a list of restaurants

that are located nearby the requester. Table 5.2 lists sample environment contextual

attributes that could of concern to the proper functioning of mobile Web services.
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Table 5.2: Sample of environment context attributes.

# Environment Contextual Information
Parameter Attributes

1 Network Information signal strength
bandwidth
data rate
...

2 Ambient Attributes temperature
humidity
...

3 Proximity location
nearby objects
landmarks

...
...

...

Maamar et al. [89] discuss the development of capacity-driven Web services start-

ing from description, discovery, and composition, to the invocation of desired func-

tions. Similar research on services with different facilities to cope with environment

context is presented in [128]. The authors named their approach “Service Differentia-

tion”, which aims to develop/provide a single service with multiple variations instead

of several independent services.

User ratings: In Web 2.0 and other open environments, users are encouraged to

provide feedback and rate different services they have used based on their experience.

User ratings reflect a user’s level of satisfaction and perceived quality of service(QoS).

These ratings can be used as an effective tool to show the user-perceived quality

of service operation. DaaS exploits user ratings to rank Web services, assuming

that proper handling mechanisms for ratings, complaints, and leaving comments and

feedback are applied.
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Service Ranking

The service ranking component receives a set of relevant Web services S = {s1, s2, ..., sl}

and ranks them based on the following four various types of context domains: user

preferences P = {p1, p2, ...pi}, device profile D = {d1, d2, ..., dj}, environment context

E = {e1, e2, ..., ek}, and user ratings Rsl , where Rsl represents the normalized average

rating for a service sl. The user preferences are determined by the customer where

device profile and required environment parameters are set by the service provider to

ensure the proper operation of services. User ratings are collected by service providers

through dedicated tools to realize the user perceived experience.

To show how ranking works, suppose that the matchmaking retrieves a set of rel-

evant services S to a service request SR. These services perform similar functions,

but vary in their requirements for proper execution. During the request communica-

tion session, the discovery mechanism collects the features of the customer’s device

Dc = {dc1, dc2, ..., dcj} corresponding to the required device profile D. Simultane-

ously, the device senses various ambient conditions to better assess the environment

status Ec = {ec1, ec2, ..., eck}. For each service sl, there are features ps corresponding

to user preferences P as expressed by the matrix in Eq.(5.1). These features can be

extracted from the service description files.

SP =



ps1,1 ps1,2 ... ps1,i

ps2,1 ps2,2 ... ps2,i

...
...

...
...

psl,1 psl,2 ... psl,i


(5.1)

where rows represent the set of service features for service sl that are related to the
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user preferences and columns represent a single feature across the entire set of relevant

services. A similar matrix can be obtained for the other three context domains, D,E,

and R.

The rank of each service sl then is represented by the following formula in Eq.

(5.2).

Ranksl =
∑
i

wi × f(pi, psi)+

∑
j

wj × f(dj, dcj)+

∑
k

wk × f(ek, eck)+

Rs1

(5.2)

where w represents the weight of each corresponding feature. This weight indicates

the level of importance of such a feature to either the service customer or the service

provider. The function f computes the relation between two objects as shown in Eq.

(5.3).

f(a, b) =


b

a+b
if a, b are numbers

sim(a, b) if a, b are strings
(5.3)

where sim(a, b) is a featureless similarity factor computed between objects a and b

using Normalized Google Distance (NGD) [54]. sim(a, b) is calculated by Eq. (5.4).

sim(a, b) = 1−NGD(a, b) (5.4)

f(a, b) yields values ∈ [0...1]. In the case where a and b are numbers, values greater

than or equal 0.5 means that b satisfies a. The closer the value to 1, the greater the
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satisfaction that condition b achieves relative to the condition a. In the case where

a and b are text (keywords), the function value close to 1 indicates that the terms

a and b are semantically related, where values close to 0 indicates that they are not

related. Algorithm 5.2 symbolically explains how ranking works.

Algorithm 5.2: Ranking Algorithm

Input: set of relevant services S,
various context P ,D,E, and R,
and corresponding weights W
Output: ranked list of services RankS

1 Function Rank(S, P,D,E,R)
2 Initialize RankS
3 // calculate the rank of each s ∈ S
4 // based on all context domains, i.e. P , D, E,R, Eq. (5.2)
5 foreach s in S do
6 Ranks= Calculate Eq. (5.2)
7 RankS=RankS + Ranks
8 end
9 //sort the results

10 Sort(RankS)
11 return RanS

Ranked Services List

The ranked services list is the final set of services that match the user request and

best fit the user preferences and current context. This list is typically shorter then the

retrieved service list and services are re-ranked according to their aggregate relevancy

to the user preferences and various context. DaaS presents this list to the service

requester in order to choose the proper service to invoke.
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Relevant Services Cache

Mobile environments are characterized by intermittent connections, unreliable chan-

nels, and high transmission error rates. Services may become unavailable or function

improperly due to the lack of resources (ex. bandwidth). In such cases, service dis-

covery mechanisms need to support alternatives either by providing different access

to the same service or finding functionally similar services (which satisfies require-

ment #1). From this perspective, DaaS caches the retrieved relevant services list for

a specific user request in order to choose the next best candidate service in case that

the primary service fails to respond or perform adequately. This cache is cleared once

the desired service is successfully executed.

The service cache remains with the service execution environment, depending on

what mobile service architecture is adopted. If, for example, the service execution

environment is deployed at the customer side, then it makes sense to have the service

cache located at the customer side to be used in case the current service, for any

reason, is disrupted. However, if the cloud manages the service provisioning as well as

the service discovery, then the cloud (where the service discovery has been performed)

is the right place for the service cache.

Service Engine

The main objective of this component is to collect Web service references and de-

scription documents from all providers and maintain an up-to-date cloud-based ser-

vice repository. Crawling Web service information from their original location is a

continuous process similar to the Web content crawling. This means that services

that become invalid or for any reason become unreachable are automatically removed
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or marked as inactive. Web service engines therefore serve as a reliable source of Web

services.

While the service engine crawls Web services automatically at their providers’ side,

DaaS gives providers the ability to notify the search engine with their new offerings for

the first time. This feature aims to make services known immediately as they become

available to cope with the dynamic nature of the mobile environment. For example,

suppose that someone decides, in an ad-hoc fashion, to offer a video streaming service

for a football match s/he is attending. This Web service is of interest only while the

match is playing and invalid otherwise. In such a case, the ultimate objective of

the provider is to advertise this services immediately when it becomes available. By

sending a notification with the Web service URI to the service search engine, the

engine crawls and index the service immediately and adds it to the list of available

services.

5.3.3 Web Service Clustering

This component clusters Web services into functionally similar groups based on their

descriptions. Therefore, the Service Matching does not need to match the user re-

quest against all the service offerings in the corpus, but rather with a particular

set of services that share similar functionality. The clustering and classification of

new services are performed offline to eliminate any overhead during service match-

ing [61]. The service clustering renders centralized repositories performing similar to

distributed approaches in P2P architectures [123], where domain-specific services are

maintained and matched separately. Our clustering approach not only reduces the
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response latency by reducing the search space, but also improves the recall and pre-

cision via data mining and text analytic techniques. In addition, it takes advantage

of the continuous crawling of service engines by enabling adaptive re-clustering and

self-organization in order to cope with the dynamicity of Web services.

Service clustering is carried out through multiple stages starting with extracting

features from WSDL documents to calculating similarity between Web services and

clustering them into functionally similar groups. Feature extraction includes parsing

WSDL documents, tag removal, stemming words, removal of function words, and

recognizing context words that contribute to the semantics of the Web service. We

also extract the function names, parameter names and data types, message structures,

and service name. These features are integrated to measure the integrated similarity

factor between Web services. We use NGD [54] as a featureless distance measure

between words. For more details about our clustering technique and its performance

evaluation, the reader is referred to our previous research [61].

5.3.4 Provider Layer

This layer contains the DaaS components that are implemented at the provider side.

In mobile service scenarios, service providers could be a mobile entity with limited re-

sources. DaaS removes the burden on such resource constrained providers by shifting

resource-intensive processes to the cloud, keeping only necessary components on mo-

bile elements. Therefore, in our framework the only component that providers need

to run using local resources is the module responsible of announcing Web service

availability.
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Service Advertiser

This component announces the existence of Web services in a local service directory.

Publishing Web services in a local service directory is similar to publishing services

in an enterprise UDDI but on an individual scale. The direct benefit of this approach

is putting service providers in full control of their offerings. This also eliminates the

burden of service registration and de-registration that service providers are required

to do with the UDDI approach. It also makes it easier to keep local service repositories

up-to-date and self-maintained.

Local Services Directory

Service providers maintain a local directory that contains all Web services they offer.

DaaS adopts a distributed service directory approach, where each mobile device man-

ages its own offered Web services and maintains references to services it knows about.

From this perspective, there are two categories of services: local services and remote

services. Local services are hosted and provided by the local system, whereas remote

services are ”active and running” services hosted on other mobile devices. Handling

remote services requires a coordination protocol to manage link updates, advertise-

ment notifications, invalid service/link removal, and duplicate reference avoidance.

JXTA protocols [71] are commonly used in such scenarios in P2P networks.

The service directory, in DaaS, represents the service descriptors, which are pa-

rameters that can express the service functionalities, such as (service title, text de-

scription, location or URI of a machine-readable description file, service URI, etc.).

These parameters are used to discover services relevant to a particular user objective.

Table 5.3 shows a possible table structure for the service directory.
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Table 5.3: The structure of DaaS service directory.

Column Type Description
type Boolean ”0” for local services, ”1”

for Remote services
providerEndPoint String The provider’s base Internet

address
sID int Service id
title String Service title
description String Service description
serviceEndPoint String A reference to the service

description file
status int 0=”active” (default),

1=”inactive”

The providerEndPoint identifies the base Internet address at which the service

provider can be reached, where service search engines can get access to the service

description documents.

In order to avoid false discovery when a service is temporarily suspended (on pur-

pose) or becomes invalid (no longer offered), the provider sends an update message

with the service ID to either deactivate or delete the service, respectively. The DaaS

service directory supports service deactivation in the case that providers want to tem-

porarily suspend their services with a high possibility that these service will become

active again later.

5.4 Use-case Scenario

Suppose that Adam is interested in attending an international multicultural event

held in his hometown. Adam plans to take the bus to reach the event location before

the opening ceremony, which will start with a speech by the mayor. Adam is excited

and keen to catch the mayor’s speech. While waiting at the bus stop the information
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Figure 5.3: A graphical illustration of the use-case scenario.

panel shows that there is a delay in the arrival of the bus Adam planned to take,

which means Adam will miss part of the opening ceremony.

At the event location, some attendees with their smartphones are offering cover-

age of the event in various forms and with different capabilities (multiple-capacities).

Some high-end smartphones are offering Web services that provide multiple-capacities,
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i.e. video streaming, audio, and photos. Therefore, customers may choose from vari-

ous service levels that fit within their own context (ex. available bandwidth). Other

mobile providers are offering real-time interpretations in different languages including,

Spanish, German, French, and Arabic using their short-range wireless connectivity

for the event attendees who feel more comfortable with their first language. A few

providers with high-end devices are offering a proxy service for those who do not have

Internet connectivity and wish their services to be reachable. Other Web services are

also available for audio, translations, photos, text tweets, and event schedule live up-

dates as shown in Figure 5.3. It is worth mentioning that some providers use OWL-S

to describe their Web services while some others are using WSDL files. These Web

services are published locally at the provider’s mobile device (local services direc-

tory) and providers inform the cloud (designated URL) about the availability of their

services.

In this scenario, we illustrate how Adam can use DaaS to keep himself connected

to the event activities until he arrives on site. We assume that Adam has a powerful

3G-enabled smartphone with a multimodal wireless connectivity the can switch to

Wi-Fi whenever it is available and as per the user settings. Figure 5.4 depicts how

different DaaS components interact together to discover the required Web services

efficiently in this scenario.

Adam, using his smartphone, uses the Service Request to construct a Web ser-

vice discovery request. The service request content is ”multicultural event coverage

at Kingston, ON”, with ”Spanish interpretations and/or text translation” as the user

preferences. Adam sends this service request to DaaS through a Web user interface.

DaaS receives the request from the customer through the Request Handler which
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Figure 5.4: The interactions between various DaaS components for the use-case sce-
nario.

re-structures the service request in various formats according to different description

languages that describe available services in the repository. The Search/matchmaking

module matches the request (in the appropriate formalism) with the available services

in the cloud repository. If no atomic Web services are found satisfying Adam’s re-

quest, then DaaS resorts to the Request Analyzer and the Request Composer to fulfil

the request with composite services. Once the matchmaking is done within the appro-

priate cluster or throughout the entire repository, relevant services (if any found) are

forwarded to the Service Ranking module. DaaS uses the context information to rank

the relevant Web services according to the user preferences, customer device profile,

environment conditions (recommended by the service provider for best performance),

and ratings (users perceived experience).

Now, suppose that the 3G signal strength at Adam’s current location at the bus
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stop is relatively weak, which implies a low transmission rate and limited bandwidth.

According to that status, DaaS ranks the service with multiple capacities first (i.e.

the service provides photos for limited bandwidth, audio for moderate, and video

streaming for high bandwidth availability). In subsequent orders, the ranking module

in such a case would rank relevant services as follows: audio services, Web services

that offer photo sharing, tweets web services, and then services that provide updates

of the schedules. Adam’s application presents the ranked list to Adam to choose from

and invoke the selected Web service or the application takes the appropriate decision

automatically by running the service that is ranked first, and then caches the rest in

the relevant services cache.

Although Adam may decide to invoke a particular service that meets his require-

ments, DaaS keeps a record of all relevant services in case the selected service does

not function as expected or context changes happen to influence its performance.

Context changes might render the selected service/s either unavailable due to say a

lack of resources (ex. bandwidth) or more attractive because underutilized resources

could be used to provide better quality of service (ex. more bandwidth become avail-

able). These situations and continuous changes in context are a typical experience in

dynamic mobile environments. In such cases, DaaS would revisit the cached services

for this particular request and choose the next best candidate instead of repeating

the discovery process again.

To elaborate on context change handling, suppose that Adam’s application, based

on his current context information at the bus stop and the recommendations of DaaS,

chooses to invoke services that provision audio streaming. Upon the arrival of the

required bus, Adam hops on the bus and immediately his smartphone automatically
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changes the Web connectivity to the bus Wi-Fi hotspot available onboard as per

Adam’s settings. The execution environment detects this change in the environment

status and adapts the service behaviour to provide real-time video streaming (if appli-

cable) or to switch to a better available service. The application may also re-evaluate

the situation based on the new context change and choose, from the relevant ser-

vices cache, a composite service that provides video streaming composed with a real

time Spanish interpretation and onscreen translation, perhaps provided by different

providers.

Later on, if Adam wants to leave the event venue for some time and come back

to continue enjoying the entertainment but wants to be connected with the event

schedule for individual performances; DaaS may look at the relevant services cache

and locate the services that provide schedule updates for different exhibitions. Adam

then subscribes to the ones that he is interested in to get updates of the schedules.

5.5 Experimental Validation

To validate the functionality of DaaS, we developed a Web service discovery prototype

on Amazon EC2. We carried out a number of experiments to validate DaaS operation

in order to ensure that it functions as expected. The prototype consists of two parts:

customer-side and cloud. The customer side portion is a mobile-based interface,

and it handles service requests and presents results as shown in Figure 5.5. This

portion is deployed on a Samsung Galaxy II smartphone (Dual-core 1.2 GHz Cortex-

A9, 1 GB RAM, Super AMOLED Plus 480 x 800 pixels display, 4.3 inches) with a

rooted Android 4.0.4 platform [7], connected to a WiFi network. The cloud portion

is deployed on Amazon EC2 and it implements most of the DaaS components and
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Table 5.4: The manually identified set of services that serve the domain of ’currency
exchange’ in the test dataset.

# Currency Exchange Web services

1 http://www.webservicex.net/CurrencyConvertor.asmx?WSDL
2 http://server1.pointwsp.net/ws/finance/currency.asmx?WSDL
3 http://allysoft.ru/BScurrency/currency.asmx?WSDL
4 http://www.freewebs.com/jimmy cheng/CurrencyExchangeService.wsdl
5 http://fx.cloanto.com/webservices/CurrencyServer.asmx?wsdl
6 http://www.currencyserver.de/webservice/currencyserverwebservice.asmx?WSDL
7 http://currencyconverter.kowabunga.net/converter.asmx?WSDL
8 http://ws.soatrader.com/gama-system.com/1.0/CurrencyExchangeRates?wsdl
9 http://tvazteca.viajez.com/WServicesDev/CurrencyRequest?WSDL
10 http://ws.serviceobjects.com/ce/CurrencyExchange.asmx?WSDL
11 http://ws2.serviceobjects.net/ce/CurrencyExchange.asmx?WSDL
12 http://www.petermeinl.de/CurrencyConverter/CurrencyConverter.asmx?wsdl
13 http://currency.niekutis.net/currency.asmx?wsdl
14 http://cs.daenet.de/webservice/CurrencyServerWebService.asmx?WSDL
15 http://www.xignite.com/xCurrencies.asmx?wsdl
16 http://trial.serviceobjects.com/ce/CurrencyExchange.asmx?WSDL
17 http://ws.strikeiron.com/ForeignExchangeRate3?WSDL
18 http://ws.soatrader.com/baydonhill.com/0.1/Currency?wsdl

handles service discovery processing including service ranking. On Amazon EC2, we

created a number of instances of the type ’t1.micro’ with an EC2 pre-configured

image (AMI) of ’Ubuntu Server 12.04 LTS, 64 bit’ to host the cloud portion of the

prototype. The prototype begins with a single instance and EC2’s ’autoscale’ feature

activates other instances as needed.
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Listing 5.1: The environment context file generated for the Web service

XigniteCurrencies.

<?xml ver s ion =”1.0” encoding=”UTF−8”?>

<rd f :RDF

xmlns : rd f=” http ://www. w3 . org /1999/02/22− rdf−syntax−ns#”

xmlns : env=” http ://www. example . sample/env#”>

<rd f : De s c r ip t i on

rd f : about=” http ://www. x i g n i t e . com/ xCurrenc ie s . asmx? wsdl ”>

<env : serviceName>DOTSCurrencyExchange</env : serviceName>

</ rd f : Des c r ip t i on>

<rd f : De s c r ip t i on

rd f : about=” http ://www. example . sample/env/network”>

<env : s i g n a l S t r e n g t h>good</env : s i g n a l S t r e n g t h>

<env : bandwidth env : type=” requ i r ed ”>2</env : bandwidth>

<env : dataRate>20</env : dataRate>

<env : er rorRate>10</env : er rorRate>

</ rd f : Des c r ip t i on>

<rd f : De s c r ip t i on

rd f : about=” http ://www. example . sample/env/ proximity ”>

<env : l o c a t i o n>

<env : name>c i t y c e n t e r<env : name>

<env : l ong i tude>44.242102</env : l ong i tude>

<env : l a t i t u d e>−76.516589</env : l a t i t u d e>

</env : l o c a t i o n>

</ rd f : Des c r ip t i on>

.

.

.

</ rd f :RDF>

Experiments are conducted with 1200 WSDL documents of (valid) online Web

services that serve various domains, such as ’currency exchange’, ’weather forecast’,
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Figure 5.5: Prototype screenshots- mobile side

’address validation’, ’e-mail verification’, and ’credit card services’. These service de-

scription files are collected from real world Web service providers and online Web

service directories, such as WebserviceList, WebserviceX, and xMethods. We have

manually inspected the dataset and identified a set of 18 Web services which belong

to the domain of ’currency exchange’ as shown in Table 5.4. This set shows the ex-

pected response of a Web service discovery request for ’currency exchange’ services.

The experiments are not intended to evaluate the precision and recall of the informa-

tion retrieval technique, but rather the experiments focus on the ranking aspect and

adaptation to changes in context information.

For each of these services, three context information files are generated with ran-

dom values for the context parameters, specifically serviceName.env, serviceName.mbl,
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and serviceName.usr, where serviceName is the name of each corresponding Web ser-

vice. In the user profile, we added a set of preference parameters such as payment

method, food, restaurants, shopping places, travel interest, etc. Listing 5.1 illustrates

an excerpt of XigniteCurrencies.env. The ’type’ of the bandwidth element indicates

that this requirement is mandatory, which means that if the customer’s context does

not satisfy this requirement, then the associated service does not fit the user con-

text, despite matching the request. In case these context files or a specific context

parameter are absent, the ranking assigns the value 0 for the overall service rank

relevant to such context type or for the missing particular parameter, respectively. If

no context files exist, service ranking is based exclusively on their relevancy to the

user objectives.

The matching module measures the similarity between the request and Web ser-

vice description based on a non-repeated keyword match scheme. First, it extracts

the keywords from the service description, wherever the tag <wsdl:documentation>

is found in the description file, whether the tag belongs to the service or to individual

elements. Then, it performs a keyword pair-matching to measure the similarity be-

tween keywords obtained from the service request and those obtained from the service

description. Further details on keyword/feature extraction can be found in [61].

Figure 5.5b presents the discovered services that match a service request searching

for “currency exchange” Web services. The list of relevant services is ranked according

to the randomly generated context information. A manual inspection of the retrieved

services and their generated files shows that the Web service CurrencyRates fits the

best with respect to the current user context. We then introduce two changes in the

user context: 1) the user prefers services that detect the user location and puts the
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local currency as the default value, 2) the user device does not support PayPass trans-

actions, which basically means the device does not support NFC (NFCSupport=False

Table 5.1). DaaS re-ranks the same list of retrieved services according to the user’s

new context, as shown in Figure 5.5c. A closer look at the context files of the Web

service that DaaS ranked first, CurrencyServerWebService in this case reveals that

this service supports the local currency detection, and its generated context file Cur-

rencyServerWebService.env does not specify NFC-enabled as a required feature of the

customer’s device. On the other hand, services such as Service1, CurrencyExchange-

Service, and DOTSCurrencyExchange are removed because their context files (.mbl)

mandate the NFC support.

5.6 Performance Evaluation

In order to evaluate the performance of the DaaS framework, several experiments are

conducted. These experiments investigate various aspects including, overall response

time of the framework for different service requests, the contribution of various frame-

work components to the response time, system scalability, overhead cost of context

processing, relative improvements in the overall precision, and the quality of context-

aware service recommendations. Experiments also demonstrate how clustering Web

services into functionally similar groups improves the overall response time, while

obtaining a better quality of service recommendations.

5.6.1 Response Time

The response time shown in these experiments is end-to-end, including both commu-

nication and processing time. The service matching process is keyword-based. The
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Figure 5.6: Performance evaluation of the DaaS framework

matching is carried out using NGD and services are initially ranked according to their

absolute relevancy to the user’s objectives. Once relevant services are retrieved, DaaS

applies context matching to check how relevant the retrieved services are to the user’s

context.

Figure 5.6a depicts the average response time for two different service requests vs.
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varying numbers of simultaneous customers. The two service requests are: “email

verification” and “currency exchange”. The response of the first request comprises

‘5’ relevant services, while the the second request results in a list of ‘18’ relevant

Web services. Figure 5.6a also highlights two points. The first is how response time

is proportional to both the number of retrieved matched services and concurrent

requests. The second point demonstrates that the increase in response time is non-

linear, which means that response time tends to rapidly increase when the number

of relevant services increases; more specifically when more context is processed. Such

an increase in response time stems from the overhead incurred by context matching

mainly in service ranking.

There are several DaaS components which contribute to this response time. The

break down of the overall response time with regard to the contributions of the var-

ious DaaS components involved is illustrated in Figure 5.6b. We observe that, the

highest contributions belong to service matching, communication time (both ways),

and context processing. Since the communication time is relatively constant, the re-

sponse time is dominated by the service matching and context processing. Therefore,

we can infer that those two components are the key differentiators between various

service requests. To this end, we implement our clustering approach to reduce the

impact of the corpus size on the matching time.

5.6.2 Impact of Clustering

To show the impact of clustering Web services on the system performance, we measure

the break down of the overall response time with and without clustering the Web

services in the test corpus. Figure 5.6c shows the significant improvements in the
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Figure 5.7: Context precision and mean absolute error of the DaaS prototype

processing time of the service matching component, which in turn significantly reduces

overall response time. From Figure 5.6c, we can observe: 1) the service matching

time is independent of the corpus size, as the matching is only performed on the

number of services in the target cluster, 2) using Web service clustering the context

processing becomes the dominant component of the overall response time. However,

we can conclude that although the context processing time is inevitable, the potential

performance benefits are remarkable.

5.6.3 Context Overhead

During context matching, services that do not satisfy any of the mandatory/required

context attributes are removed from the relevant list, while the remainder are re-

ranked according to their integrated degree of relevancy to the user context. Incorpo-

rating the context into the service discovery process brings benefits into the quality

of recommendations, while adding some overhead. Figure 5.6d shows the overhead

incurred by the context processing for the two different queries.
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5.6.4 Scalability

While DaaS does not provide a special consideration to handle system scalability,

it takes advantage of the elastic resource provisioning offered by the cloud (Amazon

EC2) to scale up and accommodate increasing numbers of users. The cloud (Amazon

EC2 in particular) provides an autoscale feature to automatically handle the vary-

ing resource demands of applications or cloud-based services. The service provider

may set particular performance constraints and the cloud accommodates increasing

demands, while satisfying these performance constraints. In our prototype, we set

a response time threshold of 240 ms, as shown in Figure 5.6a. Once the response

time exceeds the threshold (240ms), the cloud launches another instance of the type

t1.micro from our pool of VMs. However, we observe that the new instance takes up

to 60 − 90 seconds to become active, i.e. ready to handle requests. Then, the EC2

load balancer (ELB) splits the load between participating instances. Figure 5.6a also

shows that there is a non-negligible overhead incurred by the scheduling of the load

balancer, which explains why the response time of 2X requests with 2 instances is a

slightly more than the response time of X requests with a single instance. However,

the scheduling overhead is constant and does not increase with further increases in

instances.

5.6.5 Discovery Precision

To measure the positive impact that the context processing brings to the service dis-

covery, we calculate the Context Precision (CP). The CP is defined as the percentage

of improvement in the result that the context handling achieves over the originally

retrieved services. To nullify the impact of the matching algorithm, we assume that
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the retrieved services are all relevant to the service request (precision 100%), and all

the relevant services to the service request, that are supposed to exist in the corpus,

are retrieved (recall 100%). Let’s assume that the | S | is the number of retrieved

services and the context consideration reduces the number of relevant services to only

X services out of | S |. Then, the CP is calculated by Equation (5.5).

CP =
| S | −X
| S |

(5.5)

The context precision is illustrated in Figure 5.7a for the two queries we use. It is

worth noting that incorporating context to the discovery process does not affect the

recall within our assumptions.

5.6.6 Quality of Discovery

Table 5.5: The 10 different service requests used in MAE calculations.

# Request(keywords) Response MAE
1 Currency Exchange 18 0.09
2 E-mail Verification 5 0.07
3 Address Validation 35 0.10
4 Weather Forecast 85 0.05
5 Credit Card Services 18 0.07
6 Stock Quote 35 0.05
7 Tax Filling 21 0.06
8 Shipment Service 10 0.05
9 Calendar 11 0.08
10 Phone Lookup 28 0.09

The quality of service discovery reflects the user-perceived quality of service rec-

ommendations. In this experiment, we measure the deviation between the ranking

score that DaaS assigns to service recommendations and the actual user ratings. To
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evaluate the quality of our service recommendations, we use the Mean Absolute Er-

ror (MAE). MAE represents the average absolute deviation between the rank DaaS

assigns to relevant services according to their fit to the various context and the actual

user ratings. MAE is calculated according to Equation (5.6).

MAE =

∑
si∈S | Ranksi −Ratesi |

| S |
(5.6)

where S is the set of relevant services to a request R, Ranksi and Ratesi are the

rank and the actual user rating of a service si, respectively, and | S | is the number

of retrieved services. In this experiment we run 10 different service requests. Each

request results in a response that contains a set of relevant Web services as shown

in Table 5.5. DaaS ranks the services of each response according to three different

user profiles. Each profile encompasses a random set of features of a user’s device

and preferences. We manually inspect the first 5 services in each response along with

the context profiles and rate each service according our personal judgement, which

basically projects the user satisfaction. We then calculate the average MAE for each

service request based on the formula given in Equation (5.6). Figure 5.7b shows the

MAE for the 10 different service requests. The lower the value of MAE, the better

the quality of the ranking.

5.7 Summary

Web service discovery is a key enabler for the adoption of Web services technology

in mobile environments, where limited resources and unreliable communication of

wireless networks pose unique challenges for service discovery. With recent expansions

aiding ubiquitous access of networked resources, cloud computing can take mobile
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applications far beyond the resource limitations of their host devices. In this chapter,

we identified the limitations of current discovery approaches and the requirements

of sound and reliable discovery mechanisms that can efficiently fetch Web services

that match the user context within resource-constrained environments and provide a

differential user experience.

We present DaaS (WS-Discovery as a service), a cloud-based context-aware service

discovery framework for mobile environments. DaaS removes the burden on mobile

resources by shifting resource-intensive processes to the cloud. DaaS is presented

in a three-layer structure and takes into consideration network characteristics, user

preferences and context, and device profile. A comprehensive description is provided

for each component along with the possible approaches from existing technologies

that could potentially implement such a component; as well as some of the research

efforts in that respect.

The experimental results support a conclusion that the proper utilization of con-

text information aids finding services that are in the best interest of the requester,

and most appropriate for the current situation.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

The use of mobile devices as data service providers is on the rise. Mobile devices fea-

ture a large set of distinct characteristics that qualify them to be the most convenient

computing platform for online services, both as consumers and providers. Mobile de-

vices can take advantage of their mobility to provide location-based services and their

association to a specific user to customize service offerings to fit personal preferences

and current conditions. However, the increasing resource demands of mobile services

and the inherent constraints of mobile devices limits the quality and type of function-

ality that can be offered, straining mobile devices from exploiting their full potential

as reliable data providers. Cloud computing offers mobile devices the opportunity to

run resource-intensive tasks through computation offloading. The offloading decision

is a tradeoff between data transfer and latency improvement to the benefit of alle-

viating the burden on mobile resources while improving the overall performance of

service provisioning.

In this thesis, we pioneered two approaches that change the way mobile services

are offered: personal services and cloud-assisted service provisioning. With these ap-

proaches we achieve personalization and reliability. The personal service paradigm
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offers flexibility and robustness for individuals who wish to share personal informa-

tion, while maintaining full control over privacy. This approach takes advantage of

the individual’s contact list to publish and discover services, most likely in P2P over-

lay setup. However, the personal service paradigm may count on any standard ser-

vice publishing and discovery mechanism. Cloud-assisted service provisioning offers

mobile providers the opportunity to augment their capabilities and provide reliable

service beyond what their limited resources can afford. The framework uses execu-

tion offloading, whenever applicable, to reduce the consumption of mobile resources

and improve the overall performance. The offloading occurs dynamically based on

the resource status at the mobile side and current network condition as well as user-

defined energy constraints. It also enables the mobile provider to delegate the cloud

to forward the service response directly to the user, given that no further processing

is required by the provider. Performance evaluation shows up to 6x latency improve-

ment for computational-intensive services that do not require large data transfer. The

last dimension of our thesis contributes to the personalization of service discovery,

where relevant services to a particular user objective are filtered and ranked based

on their aggregate fit to the current context and user preferences. Context includes,

device profile (features and capabilities), environment context (network conditions

and location), and user ratings (user-perceived quality of service).

6.1 Summary

The research theme of this thesis is revolutionizing the concept of mobile services,

from both provisioning and discovery perspectives, through robust architectures and
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efficient techniques. We provide a brief background and the state-of-the-art of mo-

bile services in Chapter 2. The personal services paradigm is presented in in Chap-

ter 3. Chapter 4 presents our framework of cloud-assisted mobile service provisioning.

Chapter 5 provides details about our cloud-based service discovery approach.

Chapter 3 presents personal services, a new user-centric architecture that en-

ables service-oriented interactions among mobile devices that are controlled via user-

specified authorization policies. The personal services paradigm exploits the user’s

contact list (ranging from phonebook to social lists) in order to publish and discover

services while placing users in full control of their own personal data and privacy. It

also provides a proof-of-concept implementation to demonstrate the usefulness and

feasibility of the concept. Users collaborate to disseminate service advertisements and

relay service discovery requests using their own resources. The opportunities demon-

strated by this prototype expand the horizon of mobile applications and render mobile

devices an attractive interface for everyday business.

In Chapter 4 we propose a framework to offer reliable services from resource-

constrained mobile providers. The framework brings the power of the elastic resource

provisioning of cloud computing to mobile services, aiming at alleviating the strain on

mobile resources and reducing the response time. The framework utilizes an offloading

mechanism to shift the execution of resource-intensive processes to the cloud whenever

potential benefits are expected, in terms if energy consumption, response time, and

scalability. The offloading model uses various context information (such as network

link quality and data location) and user-defined constraints (such as minimum level

of battery life) to select the best execution plan for a particular service request.

Chapter 5 introduces DaaS (Discovery as a Service), our proposed cloud-based
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discovery framework that addresses the core components of mobile service discovery.

The DaaS framework lays the foundation of efficient mobile service discovery that

takes into consideration user preferences and context. It extends the service discovery

concept to include finding services that not only fulfill a particular user objective,

but also fit the current context and accommodate user preferences. We provide a

prototype implementation to validate the functionality of DaaS. We also evaluate the

performance of the proposed approach from various perspectives. The results show

that the framework offers higher precision and improved response time, in addition

to maintaining better scalability far beyond what can mobile providers afford.

6.2 Future Outlook

Several future research problems can be derived from our work. In this section, we

point out some of these problems.

1. The incorporation of access control aspects in mobile services, ranging from

service advertisement to limiting service access to those with sufficient access

privileges is an issue for further research. Also incentives schemes and business

models are required to encourage and reward mobile users to participate in

personal service advertisements and discovery.

2. In Chapter 3, the publication and discovery procedures strain mobile resources

with significant energy consumption, presenting a major challenge for mobile

services. The problem stems from sending individuals messages to a group of

recipients with the same content. The energy profile of these procedures can

be significantly improved by multicasting, through which a single message can

address all target contacts at once, at no extra cost on forwarding nodes. This
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also makes forwarding discovery or advertisement requests independent of the

length of contact lists.

3. In Chapter 4, the framework we proposed focuses on the primary fundamental

functionality to bootstrap the performance of mobile service providers. An in-

teresting further extension is to offer support to interrupted service execution

and enable the communication over a variety of wireless network technologies.

We believe that it is also possible to enable adaptive service provisioning. Adap-

tation can be one of two options: services change their behaviour to cope with

certain context changes, such as degradation of available bandwidth, or a run-

time component reselects a functionally similar service that better fits the new

context.

4. In Chapter 4, we test the performance of our framework under different data

placement conditions and varying data transfer requirements. It would be in-

teresting to test performance under different load conditions as well to see how

a mobile service survives under these conditions. In such a case the cloud

role may extend to offer more support, perhaps through service cloning. Dy-

namically varying resource and energy constraint thresholds to accommodate

different loads is also another future direction.
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